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ASSERTIVE COM MUNICATION: ITS EFFECT ON CONFLICT,
TRUST, HOSTILITY, AND PRODUCTIVITY
IN THE ORGANIZATION
Jacqueline J. Brayman, Ed.D.
Western Michigan University, 1 9 9 4
The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship
between assertive communication training and conflict over values,
goals, and demands, as well as trust, hostility, and productivity in the
organization.

The investigation took place at a manufacturing firm in

Grand Rapids, Michigan, which produces wood chair frames and com
ponents for distribution worldwide.

The research involved both the day

and night shift employees o f four "work cells" or units, each numbering
three to four workers.

Two work cells were randomly assigned to be

trained in assertive communication.

The other tw o work cells, the

comparison group, were trained in preventive maintenance.

Both groups

of employees were surveyed prior to implementation of an 8-w eek train
ing period and then again 1 month following the conclusion of the train
ing. The employees were also asked to respond to related questions on
a journal. Additionally, their supervisors were interviewed 1 month after
the training was completed.
The t test for independent means was used to compare the group
scores of the assertive communication trained employees with the
preventive maintenance trained employees 1 month after the training
was completed.

Since the two-tailed

probabilities of

all six

null
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hypotheses were greater than the alpha of .0 5 , no conclusion could be
drawn about the difference between the assertive communication trained
group and the preventive maintenance trained group with respect to
conflict over values, goals, and demands, as well as trust, hostility, and
productivity.
The results of the journal substantiated the results of the t test
that no differences were observed between the assertive communication
trained and the preventive maintenance trained groups.

The interviews

with management suggested, too, that no firm conclusions could be
drawn about the relationship between assertive communication training
and conflict over values, goals, and demands, as well as trust, hostility,
and productivity.

However, management responses indicated a positive

feeling tone for the assertive communication training and suggested that
the training "sanctioned workers to open up" and share w hat they know.
Accordingly, additional study is required to determine the relationship of
assertive communication training to conflict over values, goals, and
demands, as well as trust, hostility, and productivity.
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That men will differ in the ways they think and act is ac
cepted as both inevitable and desirable. Indeed, this is one
hallmark of an open society.
Differences are intrinsically
valuable. They provide the rich possibility that alternatives
and options will be discovered for better and poorer ways of
responding to any particular situation. Preserving the privi
lege of having and expressing differences increases our
chances of finding best solutions to the many dilemmas that
arise in living. . . . Efforts to reconcile differences often only
promote difficulties. As individuals w e find this hard to do.
As members of organized groups we appear to find this even
more difficult.
(Blake & Mouton, cited in Jandt, 1 9 7 0 ,
p. 88).
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CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OF A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Introduction
Successful leaders continually quest for skills and tools that will
increase the effectiveness of their organizations. In this search a univer
sal challenge to leaders is the mitigation of conflict.

According to Burns

(1 9 7 8 ), conflict plays a primary role in the definition of leadership.
Burns (1 9 7 8 ) explained that leadership acts as an inciting and triggering
force in the conversion of conflicting values, goals, and demands into
organizationally desirable behavior:
Since leaders have an interest of their ow n, whether oppor
tunistic or ideological or both, in expressing and exploiting
follow ers’ w ants, needs, and aspirations, they act as cataly
tic agents in arousing followers' consciousness. They dis
cern signs of dissatisfaction, deprivation, and strain; they
take the initiative in making connections with their followers;
they plumb the character and intensity of their potential for
mobilization; they articulate grievances and wants; and they
act for followers in their dealings with other clusters of
followers, (p. 38)
This implies th at conflicting values, conflicting goals, and conflicting
demands all provide potential obstacles and opportunities for growth,
change, and success.

Therefore, conflict, in itself, is neither good nor

bad. The impact of conflict on the performance capability of the organi
zation

"is largely dependent upon the w ay in which

(Thomas, cited in Owens, 1 9 9 1 , p. 2 4 6 ).
leader's

intuitive

recognition,

it is treated"

Conflict, then, mandates the

comprehensive

understanding,

and

1
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well-honed managem ent skill.
One such management skill is that of assertive communication.
According to Thomas (cited in Owens, 1 99 1), assertiveness is "the
extent to which one wishes to satisfy his own concerns" (p. 2 5 6 ).

It is

also the extent to which one is able to communicate from a standpoint
of personal power.
The variable of assertive communication training as it relates to
conflict over values, goals, and demands, as well as trust, hostility, and
productivity, is the focus of this research. It is the premise of this study
that members of the organization who are trained in assertive communi
cation are encouraged to share information up and down the organiza
tional ladder as well as horizontally. Trained in assertive communication,
members are able to take up their roles more authoritatively.

That is,

they are able to share information about w hat they believe, w ant, need,
and know, thereby impacting organizational values, goals, and demands.
As members impact these organizational values, goals, and demands,
they will reduce the level of conflict between themselves and the organi
zation. This in turn should promote trust among organizational members
since assertive communication also mandates forthrightness and predict
ability. Bennis and Nanus (1 9 8 5 ) speculated that it is forthrightness and
predictability that are the primary prerequisites for the developm ent of
trust.

Additionally assertive communication should reduce the level of

hostility in an organization since it sanctions members to openly express
themselves.

W ith members no longer stifling their views, confrontation

becomes the order of the day.

This allows conflictual issues to be

addressed routinely, m atter-of-factly on an intellectual level as opposed
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to an affective level.

Covey (1990 ) concluded that conflict, when con

tained at the intellectual level, engenders less hostility and can more
easily be resolved.
Further, with reduced levels of conflict and hostility, and increased
levels of trust in the organization, productivity of the organization may
also be enhanced.
Format
The form at for this research paper is atypical.
studies, the review

of literature

precedes the

Unlike most

problem

chapter to

establish a theoretical framework for the research problem and hy
potheses.
An Historical Perspective of Conflict
"Conflict is an all-pervasive element in our society and permeates
all relationships of human kind" (Katz & Lawyer, 1 9 9 2 , p. 9 3).
no social group that is conflict free.

There is

In the opinion of Katz and Lawyer

(1 9 9 2 ), conflict may end up in destruction or even death; antithetically,
it has potential to increase effectiveness, enhance relationships, and fur
ther goal attainment.

Conflict is a catalyst that stimulates us to learn,

progress, and grow. Chirco (1987 ) suggested that "no one changes any
of their beliefs or behaviors unless they
[through conflict]."

are

made

uncomfortable

Since conflict is inevitable in human relationships

and is the primary stimulant for growth and change, conflict is the
essence of leadership.

The leader is charged to incessantly mitigate

destructive conflict while engendering and capitalizing upon constructive
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conflict.
If, indeed, people seldom change and grow unless they experience
some level of discomfort (conflict), then leadership becomes foremost an
exercise of conflict management.

Leadership as conflict management

recognizes that conflict presents innumerable obstacles to, as well as
multiple opportunities for success.

Leadership as conflict management

continually monitors the inertia (resting or moving) of human learning,
grow th, activity, and change.

Indeed, leadership stimulates desirable

human activity by successfully managing the inherent conflict of social
interaction.
In recent history, conflict has been viewed as undesirable, as
detrimental, as a liability. Burns (1978 ) believed that,
in this century . . . social science, at least in the West,
became most entranced with doctrines of harmony, adjust
m ent, and stability. . . . [This] "static bias" afflicted scholarly
research w ith a tendency to look on conflict as an aberra
tion, if not a perversion, of the agreeable and harmonious
interactions that were seen as actually making up organized
society, (p. 36)
Additionally, conflict was viewed negatively by centralized bureaucratic
hierarchies which purported that leadership emanates from leaders and
control is imposed from top to bottom.

Taylor (1 9 1 1 ) suggested that

managers thought and workers worked; information was held by a few;
that institutional relationships were based on obedience and contractual
obligations. Bureaucratic institutions' effectiveness required tight control
of organizational processes and individual practices.

This control in

cluded rewarding constructive contributions in interpersonal behavior and
extinguishing disruptive contributions.

Jacobson (1 9 7 2 ) w rote that the

thinking involved is simple, logical, and deserves to work. However, it is
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based on a false premise, because constructive and destructive contribu
tions are situational, they are defined according to the context.
Current Western leadership still embraces and touts the virtues of
unity, of harmony, of transcending differences.

However, recent studies

of leadership and social systems have discovered that energy is inherent
in conflict to establish boundaries, channel hostilities, promote learning
and innovation. According to Coser (cited in Miller & Simons, 1 9 7 4 ),
Far from being only a negative factor which "tears apart,"
social conflict may fulfill a number of determinate functions
in groups and other interpersonal relations. It may contrib
ute to the maintenance of group boundaries and prevent
w ithdraw al of members from a group. Commitment to the
view that social conflict is necessarily destructive to the
relationship within which it occurs, leads to highly deficient
interpretations, (p. 21)
Argyris (cited in Miller & Simons, 1974) reported that "tw o clinical
studies of U.S. government organizations have suggested that anti-con
flict attitudes and behaviors have led to serious organizational dysfunc
tions" (p. 1 5 9 ).

In the first study, the organizational norm was to w ith

draw from open discussion of interpersonal difficulties and conflict. This
w ithdraw al included substantiative issues that might, if discussed forth
rightly, create conflict or interpersonal embarrassment.

In the second

study the organizational norm was to withdraw and to judge the individ
ual negatively, but not tell him.

Both of these norms proved to under

mine organizational effectiveness.
Allen (1 9 9 3 ) pointed to International Business Machines (IBM) as a
prime example of the deleterious effect of standardizing interpersonal
interactions and curtailing open, honest communication in an attem pt to
minimize conflict. IBM ’s in-house training encouraged a uniform w ay for
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their managers to talk to one another.

The com pany's managem ent

decided that it would be detrimental to have employees disagreeing or
saying "no" to each other. As a result IBM instituted the expression "to
non-concur" as in "I non-concur with your idea."

Concurrently, when

projects or plans were to be scrapped, IBM executives w ere trained to
say "W e are going to have to de-commit" (Allen, 1 9 9 3 , p. 6).
The result of these attempts to promote harmony within the
organization resulted in a lack of exposure to ongoing, critical thinking
and the company has suffered a major downturn in profitability in the
last 2 years.

This attribute of critical thinking, which is stimulated by

and promotes conflict, is a key component of "exemplary followership"
(Kelley, 1 9 9 2 , p. 160) which, according to Kelley, is the primary force of
organizational productivity.
Bennis (1 9 8 9 ) further suggested that tw o leadership actions that
are crucial for survival in the 21st century are encouraging reflective
back talk and encouraging dissent.

It is mandatory to have someone,

and preferable a cadre of "someones" who will "tell it like it is" about
the organization.

It is also imperative to be surrounded by devil's

advocates who will verbalize the difference between w h at the leader
expects and w hat could really happen.

Bennis (1 9 8 9 ) stated that too

much accord is risky. He pointed to executives at Johnson and Johnson
and Intel who insist on "creative confrontation" with their associates.
They demand dissent and surround themselves with people wise enough
to know and speak the truth, even though the truth is at odds w ith their
own perceptions.
Zaleznik (1 9 7 7 ) suggested that,
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to confront is also to tolerate aggressive interchange and has
the net effect of stripping aw ay the veils of ambiguity and
signaling so characteristic of managerial cultures, as well as
encouraging the emotional relationships leaders need if they
are to survive, (p. 23)
W hat comes as a surprise to many is that the absence of conflict
is not an indicator of the strength of a relationship (Coser, cited in Miller
& Simons, 1 9 7 4 ).

Coser stated that stable relationships may be charac

terized by conflicting behavior:
Closeness gives rise to frequent occasions for conflict, but if
participants feel their relationships are tenuous, they will
avoid conflict, fearing it might endanger the continuance of
the relation.
When close relations are characterized by
frequent conflicts rather than by the accumulation of hostile
and am bivalent feeling we may be justified given that such
conflicts are not likely to concern basic consensus in taking
these frequent conflicts as an index of the stability of these
relationships, (p. 21)
Multiple experts have espoused the need for leadership to em 
brace conflict and value forthrightness.
of this need?

W hat is the membership's view

Bennis (1 9 8 9 ) speculated that in most organizations

members need to distort and suppress information, especially when
communicating to higher level.
sized or real threats.

They stifle the truth for fear of fanta

However, although most do not feel free to ex

press them selves, they highly value open communication.
Reported by Shellenberger (1 9 9 3 ), the recent privately funded
National Study of the Changing Workforce by the Families and Work
Institute revealed that employees place high value on the quality of their
w ork environment and that open communication ranks even higher than
pay in choosing an employer.
Since both leadership and followership need and value open
communication, w hat, then, are the primary sources of conflict that
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leadership and followership share?

When Burns (1 9 7 8 ) suggested that

leadership is the catalyst to convert conflicting values,

goals and

demands into organizationally desirable behavior, he pinpointed three
primary facets of shared leadership-followership conflict:

conflicting

values, conflicting goals, and conflicting demands.
Conflict Defined as Values
The first arena of shared conflict is that of conflicting values.
Hodgkinson (1 9 9 1 ), indicated that "for any given state of affairs, the
facts can never be in conflict while the values, assuming that there are
more than one set, are always in conflict" (p. 8 9 ).

This difference is

fundamental, for the simple reason that everyone perceives the world
from a different angle.

Hodgkinson stated, "No one can occupy the

same life space as another.

The world comes up differently each tim e

for each person. Therefore, in some very fundamental sense, values are
always in conflict" (p. 90).
Because of the pervasive nature of values, Hodgkinson (1 9 9 1 )
suggested that organizational values are primary in determining the
culture of the organization.

According to Owens (1 9 9 1 ), the organiza

tion's culture is a shared set of beliefs that operate on an unconscious
level to determine how the organization operates.

Sergiovanni (1 9 8 4 )

w rote that culture is built upon the values, beliefs, and cultural strands
that give the organization its unique identity.
are done "around here."

It defines the w ay things

As superordinate goals and the culture are

defined and developed, the organization needs to consider individuals.'
values as a potentially powerful force since each individual's behavior is
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essentially a demonstration of one’s values.

Hodgkinson (1 9 9 1 ) eluci

dated, "Behaviors occur as observable facts connected by inference
through chains of cause and effect to the psychological phenomena of
attitudes, values orientation, values motives and self concepts" (p. 9 6).
In order for individual values to be in sync with that of the organization,
that is, for an individual to feel there is a good fit culturally as well as a
match in role definition, individuals need to express their values and
engage in the process of organizational culture development.

This

demands great energy and attention from the leadership (Rokeach, cited
in Miller & Simons, 1974) because parties in a value conflict often move
aw ay from each other and move to associate with others of similar
values.

W hat the organization needs, instead, is for the members to

move tow ard the organization's values.

This requires that organizations

strongly socialize new members (Tichy & Devanna, 1 9 9 0 ), teaching
them the prevailing values of the organization as well as allowing them
to voice their own values.
Although the values of the individual may well be in conflict with
the organization, the organization stands to be strengthened by the
divergence of thinking and the questioning this value conflict calls into
play.

This, of course, requires th at organizations encourage individuals

to openly share their beliefs and values for the organization's considera
tion, if not assimilation.

According to Tichy and Devanna (1 9 9 0 ),

"Ongoing cultures deal with cultural uncertainty (values) by saying that it
is all right.

They create cosmopolitan organizations that take pride in

their diversity" (p. 226 ).
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For the purposes of this research, conflict over values is defined
as (a) holding beliefs about how things should be done in the organiza
tion th at are different from the beliefs of the organization-feeling that
one's own opinions, beliefs, and values are not valued by the organiza
tion; (b) having few opportunities to state w hat one knows, believes,
wants, and needs; and (c) feeling that w hat one needs is seldom as
important as w h at management needs.
Conflict Defined as Goals
Conflicting goals define the second arena of shared conflict
between leaders and followers because today's institutions are chal
lenged by one constant:

change (Peters & W aterman, 1 9 8 3 ).

Senge

(1 9 9 0 ) suggested "the energy for change comes from the vision, from
w hat one w ants to create, juxtaposed with current reality"

(p. 9).

Typically individuals and their organizations resist change, desiring a
state of homeostasis.

It is almost an instinctual goal to maintain the

status quo; however, the knowledge and technology explosion of the
1980s and 199 0s have foisted change upon both the individual and the
organization and requires that they develop the capacity to learn and
adapt quickly and decisively.

Peters (1993 ) recently admonished Steel-

case, Incorporated, that were he to return for a visit in 3 years and
recognize the company, Steelcase could expect to be out of business in
5 years.

Consequently, individuals and organizations are continually

caught between the conflicting goals of where they w an t to be (status
quo) and where they need to be (vision).
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Creative tension or conflict comes from seeing clearly w here one
needs to be, "our vision," and telling the truth about w here one is, "our
current reality" (Senge, 1 9 9 0 , p. 9).

The difference betw een the two,

reality and vision, creates a natural conflict or "creative tension."

As

Kissinger {cited in Peters & W aterman, 1983) stressed, "The task of the
leader is to get his people from where they are to where they have not
been" (p. 2 8 2 ).
tates growth.

It is the energy of creative tension or conflict that facili
It stimulates the need for learning so that organizations

can define their vision, and then develop goals mutually held by leaders
and followers to achieve that vision. Senge (1 9 9 0 ) purported th at "new
insights and initiatives often conflict with established mental models"
(p. 15).

Leadership is charged to manage this conflict by drawing from

the expertise of the constituents to paint a collective, accurate picture of
reality.

Based on a thorough understanding of "w h at is" throughout the

organization, leadership and followership need to create a vision of w hat
they should do and from there develop collective goals to which both
groups subscribe.

According to Tichy and Devanna (1 9 9 0 ), "the argu

ment is that everyone must assume a leadership role in helping the
organization meet its goals and it is exciting to see the energy th at gets
released when people are able to place their w ork in a larger context"
(p. 57).
Transforming current reality into the vision mandates change.
Tichy and Devanna (1 9 9 0 ) purported that to create a felt need for
change, effective leaders must develop mechanisms that provide disson
ant information and surround decision makers with people who operate
effectively in the role of devil’s advocate.
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Vaill (1 9 8 9 ) suggested that the new circumstances of continual
change thrust institutions into "permanent white w ater" (p. 2) wherein
nothing can be taken for granted.

This white w ater unleashes powerful

conflicting forces in people and the individual psychodynamics of change
must be understood and managed. No longer can a leader command and
direct from a centralized location. He must deploy his power through his
followers by building teams, forming alliances, and working through
collaboration in order to establish any semblance of stability in a turbul
ent environm ent.

Leaders who w ork with and through their people

enhance their ow n effectiveness.

They do so by entering into synergis

tic relationships with their followers and by creating highly interactive
and problem-solving groups that are organized, not to do aw ay with
uncertainty, but to find adaptive w ays of dealing with new problems and
issues.

This synergy can enhance the potential of conflict to dissipate

hostilities and to promote learning which will narrow the gap between
the current reality and the vision.

This synergy can also promote the

developm ent of collective goals between leadership and followership.
This in turn, Senge (1 9 9 0 ) suggested, will reduce the natural conflict
between current reality and the vision.
For the purposes of this research, conflict over goals is defined as
wanting to have the organization stay as it is as opposed to pursuing its
vision.
Conflict Defined as Organizational Demands
Conflicting demands is the third arena of shared conflict and can
best be understood from a social systems perspective.
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Defined from a social systems perspective, conflict is an intra
personal or interpersonal struggle resulting from a perceived difference in
needs or demands.

Leadership, according to Getzels and Guba (cited in

Warfield, 1 99 2), is a series of superordinate/subordinate relationships
within a social system.

Their social systems model points to the decid

edly conflictual nature of leadership which is charged to mitigate the
differences in the relationships between institutional requirements and
the idiosyncratic needs of individual participants so that the goals of the
system can be achieved.
In the Getzels and Guba (cited in Warfield, 1992) social systems
model, there are tw o primary sets of phenomena which are simultane
ously independent and interactive.

In the first set are institutions with

specific roles and expectations (demands) that will fulfill the goals of the
system.

In the second set are the individuals with their idiosyncratic

personalities and need-dispositions.

The

normative,

or

nomothetic

dimension of the social system, is comprised of the institution, its de
fined roles, and their expectations (demands).

The personal, or idio-

graphic dimension of the social system, is comprised of the individual,
his personality, and needs-disposition.
All institutions have certain mandatory functions which become
routinized or institutionalized to facilitate the perpetuation of the institu
tion.

Participants have routinized tasks and schedules to which they

adhere in order to perpetuate their employment.

This is a simple, yet

powerful, conflict. The organization demands specific behaviors in order
to maintain itself; the individual attempts to meet those organizational
demands in order to meet his own personal demands both inside and
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outside the organization.
According to Getzels and Guba (cited in Warfield, 1 9 9 2 ), the most
important subunit of the institution is the role, the structural elements
which define the behavior of the participants.

Roles are the positions,

offices, or statutes of the institution and are defined through role expec
tations, that is, specific normative rights and duties.
duties specify expected participant behavior.

These rights and

This role behavior is

thought to extend along a continuum from "required" to "prohibited"
(p. 2 1 0 ).
hibited,

Some behaviors are required of the participants, others pro
with

a variety

of

allowable

behaviors falling

in betw een.

However, no tw o individual participants will fulfill a role in the same w ay
because of their human individuality.

To the idiographic dimension of

the social system, participants bring their unique personality and needdisposition.

The unique predisposition of participants to act in certain

ways creates conflict with the organization if these behavioral tenden
cies are out of sine with role expectations.
The challenge of leadership is to minimize the conflict between
role expectation and the members' needs.
Warfield,

1992)

suggested that the

(leadership) . . . is just this:

Getzels and Guba (cited in

"unique task of administration

to integrate the demands of the institution

and the demands of staff members in a w ay that is at once organiza
tionally productive and individually fulfilling" (p. 2 1 3 ). They continued:
W hen an individual performs up to role expectations, w e
may say that he is adjusted to the role. Conversely, when
an individual fulfills all his needs, w e may speak of him as
integrated. Ideally, the individual should be both adjusted
and integrated, so that he may by one act fulfill both the
nomothetic, or institutional, requirements and the idiograph
ic, or personal, requirements This would obviously be the
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case if institutional expectations and personal needs were
absolutely congruent, for the individual would always will
w hat w as mandatory, and both his adjustment and his inte
gration would be maximized. But absolute congruence of
(organizational) expectations and (individual) needs is sel
dom, if ever, found in practice, and as a consequence there
is inevitably a greater or lesser amount of strain or conflict
for the individual and the institution, (p. 214)
There are three primary sources of conflict to which leaders must
direct their attention in this social systems model.
1.

Role-personality conflict arises when the role expectations of

the institution are at odds with the needs disposition of the participant.
The leader must be aware of this naturally occurring interference and
work to ameliorate the discrepancy.
2.

Role conflicts exist when a role participant is expected to

perform in a variety of situations that are contradictory.

Leadership

must assume responsibility for the clear definition of roles. These defini
tions are derived from institutional goals and are necessary to minimize
potentially damaging conflict.
3.

Personality conflicts result from the opposing needs and

dispositions within the personality of the participant incumbent; that is,
the participant is in conflict with the institution because he cannot
maintain a stable relation with a given role or he regularly misinterprets
role expectation.

Left unmanaged these three sources of conflict have

great potential for undermining individual and institutional productivity.
The pervasiveness of the natural conflict throughout the social
systems model suggest that leadership must be a property of the overall
system and according to Krantz (1 9 9 0 ), stem from the ongoing process
of interaction among important elements of the system.

Accordingly,
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leaders and followers are charged to co-produce an overall system lead
ership. This suggests that workers at all levels are expected to take up
their roles more authoritatively.

According to MacKinnon (cited in Tichy

& Devanna, 1 9 9 0 ), "They [we] need to have the whole . . . committee
sitting in front of [us].

They give us w hat they think needs to be done,

open discussions go back and forth and they discuss points they w ant"
(p. 255 ).
By asking members at all levels to participate collaboratively
demands a renegotiation of authority relations and a recognition of the
fundamental interdependence between leaders and followers to create
effective enterprise leadership.
Licensed to express his position, the member takes an active role,
or a more authoritative role, in his organization.

He feels free to reveal

himself by his words and actions and is not afraid to say, "This is w h at I
believe, think, and feel."

He is thus capable of voicing his opinion about

the symbols, culture, and vision of the organization.

According to

Lawler (cited in Tichy & Devanna, 1 99 0), he is also not afraid to say
"You are wrong!" (p. 2 5 8 ).

His evaluation of organizational processes is

valued. This includes evaluating his own role expectations.

Encouraged

to communicate, the member is empowered to impact those role expec
tations and can, therefore, have more ownership in it.

Once that sense

of ownership in the role expectations has been established, a sense of
oneness with the organization is fostered and the distance betw een
idiographic and nomothetic dimensions is greatly narrowed.

The poten

tially deleterious conflict attendant with conflicting demands is concomi
tantly reduced.
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The authoritative member also expresses his own thinking which,
of course, at some point in time will digress from those of his peers or
leaders, creating conflict. Thomas (cited in Owens, 1991) purported,
The confrontation of divergent views often produces ideas of
superior quality. Divergent views are apt to be based upon
different evidence, different considerations, different in
sights, different frames of reference. Disagreements may
thus confront an individual with factors which he had
previously ignored, and help him to arrive at a more compre
hensive view which synthesizes elements of his own and
other's position, (pp. 2 4 7 -2 4 8 )
It would seem that enlisting and giving everyone the responsibility for
openly expressing themselves promotes conflict; however, in so doing it
can improve organizational effectiveness.

Owens (1 9 9 1 ) suggested

there is growing reason to believe that conflict causes people to seek
effective w ays of dealing with it, resulting in improved organizational
functioning, for example, shared values, cohesiveness, and clarified roles
and relationships.
For the purposes of this research, conflict over demands is defined
as when the organization's expectations for behavior are different from
the needs and behavioral tendencies of the individual.
The Need for Trust
W hen people recognize that conflict and open communication are
potential catalysts for organizational improvement, they simultaneously
begin to promote a culture of trust.

Bennis and Nanus (1 9 8 5 ) stated,

"Trust is the emotional glue that binds followers and leaders together.
The accumulation of trust is a measure of the legitimacy of leadership"
(p. 153 ).

The values of forthrightness and honesty are the foundation
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for trust since for trust to be generated, there must be predictability, the
capacity to predict another's behavior (Bennis & Nanus, 1 98 5).

Predict

ability is generated when leaders' and followers' positions are made
clear.

Bennis (1990 ) purported that leaders engender trust of subordi

nates by fostering congruity, reliability, and integrity.

As he defined

them , the essence of these three concepts is predictability.

People tend

to trust one another when they know where they stand in relation to one
another and to the organization.

People also tend to trust one another

when they simply ask for and pledge their trust (Deutsch, 1 9 7 3 ).

In

order for members to make their positions clear and to comfortably
express their trust, they must be sanctioned and trained to do so.
According to J. R. Brayman (cited in J. J. Brayman,
"Feedback is imperative to trust.

1 9 9 2 ),

We must come to venerate feedback

in the organization so that w e have the information th at w e need.
have to understand that feedback is a gift" (section 2, p. 1).

We

Feedback

refers to knowing the results of one's own or others' performance on a
given task.

It is a process that usually requires a support system,

trusted individuals with whom one can "float trial balloons and who will
play devil's advocate as the leader works through the task" (Tichy &
Devanna, 19 9 0 , p. 178). One must get a perspective from being able to
confront reality even if it is painful.
"good news" and the "bad news."

This includes seeking both the

Peck (1 9 8 1 ) supported this notion,

We are daily bombarded with new information as to the
nature of reality. If w e are to incorporate this information,
w e must continually revise our maps, and sometimes when
enough new information has accumulated, w e must make
major revisions. The process of making revisions, particu
larly major revisions, is painful, sometimes excruciatingly
painful, (pp. 45-46 )
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Emotionally one must be able to reveal the truth to others who may not
w ant to hear it (Tichy & Devanna, 199 0).

Leadership must have the

courage to ask for the truth, see the truth, and tell the truth.

It is

unconscious assumptions and unquestioned beliefs that are frequently a
barrier to real progress.
The organization, then, is charged to em power members to give
feedback, that is, to share w hat they know, w hether positive or nega
tive, providing the organization w ith a wealth of information on which to
develop its "maps," that is, its values, goals, and demands.
Traditionally, organizations have aggressively solicited feedback
from their external customers and have ignored that tremendous infor
mation source, their own members who are often best equipped to deliver
the bad news.

The bad news feedback is latent with conflict, but is

"constructive" conflict in that it pinpoints problems, which, once identi
fied, can be resolved.

Deutsch (1 9 7 3 ) found that forced communica

tion, a condition in which subjects were compelled to talk to each other,
produced greater payoffs in accomplishing goals than other forms of
communication.
Tichy and Devanna (1 9 9 0 ) suggested that all organizations profit
from open debate on important issues.

It is healthy predictable dis

agreement and feedback that provide the foundation for trust in the
organization.
Errors are embraced. People admit mistakes, examine the
causes and learn from them . . . responsibility is realistically
accepted and shared. . . . People perceive power as a non
zero sum game, there is expansion in sharing. Uncertainty is
confronted, not denied. Interpersonal relationships are open
and there are high levels of trust, (p. 267)
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Accordingly, for the purposes of this study, trust is defined as
(a) using honest, communication about how operations of the organiza
tion are going; (b) using honest communication about how one's perfor
mance affects others and the operations of the organization; (c) support
ing others in "moments that matter," both challenging and celebratory;
and (d) demonstrating integrity by consistently honoring commitments
and promises (Bennis, 1 9 9 0 ).

The Threat of Hostility
"A

conflict

exists

whenever

incompatible

(Deutsch, cited in Owens, 1 9 9 1 , p. 2 4 4 ).

activities

occur"

This incompatibility is further

defined as "the pursuit of incompatible, or at least seemingly incompat
ible, goals, such that gains to one side come out at the expense of the
other" (p. 2 4 4 ).

Owens (1 9 9 1 ) explained further that "we are confront

ed with the classic, zero sum, win-lose situation that is potentially so
dysfunctional to organizational life, everyone strives to avoid losing and
losers seek to become winners" (p. 2 4 4 ).

Though conflict can originate

as substantive, it can readily become affective.

According to Likert and

Likert (cited in Owens, 1 9 9 1 ), it is the affective involvement that is
central to organizational conflict, which they defined as "the active striv
ing for one's own preferred outcome which, if attained, precludes the
attainm ent by others of their own preferred outcome, thereby producing
hostility" (p. 2 4 4 ).
Leadership as conflict management seeks w ays to reduce hostility
and frame conflict as a basis for more effective behavior.

Contingency

approaches to m anagement require assessment of the situation

as
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prerequisite to action. The contingency view is that there is no one pre
ferred w ay to manage conflict under all situations but there are optimal
w ays of managing conflict under certain conditions (Owens, 1 99 1) that
will keep hostility in check.
Covey (1 9 9 0 ) disagreed with contingency theory.

He suggested

that hostility and its destructive potential can be eliminated through a
w in/w in mentality.

W in/w in mentality is a recognition of the dignity,

demands, goals, and values of all parties.

Using a w in/w in problem

solving style results in lowering the level of emotional energy (hostility)
in the conflict.

The result is that future conflicts are much less likely to

occur and are much less likely to be intense (Katz & Lawyer, 1 99 2).
Miller and Steinfaft (cited in Miller & Simons, 1974) suggested
that hostility can also be reduced through the use of effective communi
cation.
The few er the restrictions and the more open the communi
cation allowed, the greater the probability of de-escalation of
a conflict. The addition of a channel which provides knowl
edge of others actual behaviors is quite important in produc
ing even greater de-escalation and an increased probability
for cooperation, (p. 69)
Tichy and Devanna (1 9 9 0 ) stated that organizations are able to reduce
hostility through processes that encourage contention and foster con
sensus. They suggested that organizations "institutionalize a contention
system" (p. 2 68 ) to reduce hostility and maximize the potential of con
flict.
For the purposes of this research, hostility is defined as (a) feeling
like an enemy in one's own organization, (b) feeling thwarted in attempts
to pursue one's own goals, (c) feeling overpowered by others in the
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organization, and (d) often enangered by interactions with others in the
organization.
Assertive Communication Defined
It is the premise of this research that assertive communication can
be one such "institutionalized contention system" (Tichy & Devanna,
1 9 9 0 , p. 2 6 8 ).

Assertive communication recognizes that the principal

ingredient of communication from high power figures is information and
opinions (Jacobson, 1 97 2).

Assertive communication is the sharing of

information and opinions from a standpoint of personal power.

There

fore, assertive communication has the potential of rendering all members
of the organization as high power, regardless of the status of their role.
Assertive communication, then, equips members with the skill to take up
their roles more authoritatively (Bennis, 1989) and to become leaders.
Thomas (cited in Owens, 1991) purported that it is common in a
conflict situation to emphasize the extent to which a party is willing to
cooperate with another party but to overlook a second critical factor:
the party's desire to satisfy his or her own concerns.

According to

Thomas, there are tw o behavioral issues that shape the w ay one con
ceptualizes contention or conflict:

(1) "cooperativeness, the extent to

which one wishes to satisfy the concerns of the other; and (2) asser
tiveness, the extent to which one wishes to satisfy his or her own
concerns" (p. 2 5 6 ).

It is also the extent to which one is able to com m u

nicate openly and honestly from a standpoint of personal power.
Owens (1 9 9 1 ) asserted that leadership connotes interactive pat
terns of interpersonal behavior that help a group to achieve its needs.
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Assertive communication is one such desirable interpersonal behavior.
For students of contingency theories of leadership, assertive communica
tion enhances the favorableness of most leadership situations for when
members are equipped with this skill, they are able to communicate
openly and honestly from a standpoint of personal power.

Concom itant

ly, the entire group is strengthened and is capable of interacting more
effectively in the achievement of specific group goals.
In the opinion of Yukl (1 9 8 9 ), resolution of conflicts involves both
external and internal relations.

It involves the specific behaviors of

sharing information, ideas, and feelings; exploring common interests;
facilitating integrative problem solving that satisfies everyone's needs;
and holding team building sessions.

All of these behaviors require

members to operate from a philosophy of assertiveness.

Assertive

philosophy embodies a w in/w in orientation and constantly seeks mutual
benefit in all human interaction.

Covey (1 9 9 0 ) defined the w in/w in

frame of mind as:
agreements or solutions that are mutually beneficial, mutual
ly satisfying. W ith a w in/w in solution all parties feel good
about the decision and feel committed to the action plan.
W in/w in sees life as a cooperative, not a competitive arena.
W in/w in is based on the paradigm th at there is plenty for
everybody, that one person's success is not achieved at the
expense or exclusion of the success of others. W in/w in is a
belief in. . . . It's not your w ay or my way, it's a better way,
a higher way. (p. 207)
The

basic

tenets

of

assertive

philosophy

as

espoused

by

Jakubowski-Spector (cited in Rawlings & Carter, 1977) are as follows:
1. By standing up for our rights w e show we
respect ourselves and achieve respect from other people.
2. By trying to govern our lives so as to never hurt
anyone, w e end up hurting ourselves and other people.
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3. Sacrificing our rights usually results in destroying
relationships or preventing ones from forming.
4. Not letting others know how w e feel and w hat
w e think is a form of selfishness.
5. Sacrificing our rights usually results in training
other people to m istreat us.
6.
If w e d o n 't tell other people how their behavior
negatively effects us, we are denying them an opportunity to
change their behavior.
7. We can decide w h at's important to us; w e do
not have to suffer from the tyranny of the should and should
not.
8.
When w e do w hat w e think is right for us, w e
feel
better about ourselves and have more authentic and
satisfying relationships with others.
9.

We all have a natural right to courtesy and

respect.
10. We all have a right to express ourselves as long
as w e don't violate the rights of others.
11. There is more to be gained from life by being
free and able to stand up for ourselves and from honoring
the same rights of other people.
12. When w e are assertive everyone involved usually
benefits, (p. 176)
Specifically assertive communication is defined as recognizing and
expressing information, feelings, beliefs, wishes, attitudes, or rights in a
direct, firm, honest, and appropriate manner while still respecting the
feelings, beliefs, and rights of others.

It recognizes and respects the

individual boundaries and rights of self and others.

Assertion is built on

the foundation of respect and dignity of all individuals.

It is a demon

stration of self-awareness and self-esteem.
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Assertive Communication: Promoter of Productivity

The act of being assertive requires one to com municate openly,
honestly, and directly.

It recognizes that individual importance and indi

vidual values do not have to be compromised; it allows one to agree to
disagree and to m eet the needs of external forces while remaining true
to self.

Assertive communication requires that thoughts and emotions

are expressed, w hether positive or negative, w ithout experiencing undue
anxiety and w ithout violating the dignity of others in the process.

As

such assertive communication allows members of an organization to
initiate and develop relationships with all people regardless of their
education, or position of power. This has potential for increasing organi
zational effectiveness and productivity.

Hoffm an, Harburg, and Maier

(cited in Jacobson, 1972) suggested "if low status members are encour
aged to oppose high power group members, they do so; and the result
ing conflict produces more creative solutions than in groups w here high
status

members

m et

no

resistance

to

their

suggestions"

(p.

6).

Berkowitz and Daniels (cited in Jacobson, 1972) speculated, too, that
the am ount of speaking that is allowed or encouraged in an organization
is highly related to successful power attempts.

The more each member

is allowed to express himself, the more power he will be able to accrue
and use. Therefore, the more he will be able to accomplish.
Assertive communication, therefore, promotes productivity in that
it expects that each person will be sanctioned to express his needs,
feelings, and information, thus maintaining his self-respect and sharing
information the organization needs for effective operation.

Assertive
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communication allows all members to be in the center of the communi
cation netw ork.

Berkowitz (cited in Jacobson, 1972) found that "if a

person is told he is the leader--whether or not he has any real p o w e r-h e
will participate more actively and direct and organize group efforts more
than other members" (p. 2 5 ). The opportunity to be more effective, that
is, productive, increases.
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CHAPTER II
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Statem ent of the Problem
Volumes about developing collaborative, participative organiza
tions, and about sharing information from the top down have been w rit
ten by authors such as Bennis and Nanus (1 9 8 5 ), Burns (1 9 7 8 ), and
Sergiovanni (1 9 8 4 ).

Currently concepts of quality circles, em pow er

ment, participatory management, and cross-functional team w ork enjoy
wide popularity as vehicles to increase organizational efficiency and
effectiveness.

Inferred in these writings and concepts is the expectation

that followers

respond as leaders, that is, that they communicate im

portant information about the values, goals, and roles of the organiza
tion. However, this charge for "shared leadership" throughout the organ
ization may be more rhetorical than pragmatic.

W hat has been regularly

overlooked is how to effectively elicit information from the bottom rung
of the organization up; in essence, how to help workers take up their
roles more authoritatively by openly communicating about the values,
goals, and demands of the organization.
Bennis (1 9 8 9 ), in his condensation of the history of the American
worker, stated the following:
American business has traditionally seen its workers in an
adversarial light, as mere cogs in the corporate machine:
necessary, perhaps, but anonymous, replaceable, and
greedy.
In the first decades of the Industrial Revolution,
workers were treated as indentured servants. Finally, of
27
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course, the workers rebelled, and by the middle of this
century, a kind of uneasy peace was established, with
unions and businesses in approximate if rancorous balance.
But today, there is far more rancor than balance.
Successful new companies are run not like feudal
estates, in which workers are expected to be seen and never
heard, but like round tables, in which workers not only are
expected to speak up but are assured of a receptive audi
ence. In this way, all the talents of the workers are tapped
and used to the benefit of everyone, including company
customers. W hat's more, these businesses . . . understand
that healthy, spirited people are the primary source of
economic growth, (pp. 86 -8 7 )
A broad recent survey of American workers depicts a work force
th at thirsts to share w hat they know.

The privately funded National

Study of the Changing W orkforce by the Families and Work Institute
(Shellenberger, 1993) suggested that workers view open communication
as the highest priority in deciding to take their current job.

The survey

suggested, too, that workers rated the workplace characteristic of open
communication even higher than pay in choosing an employer.
Conflicting values, goals, and demands are all sources for schisms
betw een workers and bosses.

As the leader contemplates conflicting

values, he recognizes that individuals need to express their ow n values
(Burns, 1978) and become stakeholders in the development of organiza
tional culture (Vaill, 1 98 9).

Yet how does the leader evoke value laden

responses from his workers?
As the leader reflects upon conflicting goals, he realizes that his
people must be able to define their ow n goals (Hodgkinson, 199 1) and
link them to the vision (Senge, 1990) of the organization.

Further, they

must express their concern and frustration attendant with change so
they can develop a sense of control over it.

Yet how does the leader
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solicit goal ideation from workers and massage individual goals into the
broad vision of the organization?
And as the leader contemplates conflicting demands, he under
stands that ideally in a social system people are able to articulate their
needs and have vocal input into the operation of the organization so that
they link organizational purposes and missions with their ow n.

This

linkage can narrow the distance and minimize the potentially destructive
conflict betw een the nomothetic and idiographic dimensions of the
organization (Getzels & Guba, cited in Warfield, 1 9 9 2 ).

Yet how does

the leader discover the knowledge and needs of the workers as it relates
to his role?
Vesting workers with the real freedom and pow er to impart infor
mation and influence decisions is easily stated, but statem ents and
intentions do not necessarily translate into reality.

According to Bennis

(1 9 8 9 ),
Everyone can become a leader but not everyone will. Why?
Because too many people are prisoners of their own inertia.
They lack the will to change and to develop their potential.
People who are willing to overcome change and to develop
their potential, people who are willing to overcome inertia
can transform themselves if they w ant to badly enough.
Becoming a true leader is an act of free will and if you have
that will, you will find your way! (p. 2)
This researcher suggests that more than leadership being a matter
of inertia, choice, or free will, it is determined by self-perception and
training.

M ost people do not see themselves as leaders.

People may

feel confident in their judgm ent and capabilities and may presume to
have better ideas than their bosses do.

Still they have difficulty assum

ing the power and sense of ownership that leadership demands.

If,
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indeed, free self-expression is the essence of leadership as Bennis
(1 9 8 9 )

suggested

and

self-perception

of

leadership

capability

is

prerequisite to an authoritative mode of functioning, then institutions are
charged to teach their members how to lead and how to com municate
assertively.

All members of the organization should be able to consoli

date or challenge prevailing values, to share w hat they w ant, w h at they
need, and w h at they know in a w ay that engenders cooperation and
support.
Bennis (1 9 8 9 ) recognized that "the leader cannot know everything
and his subordinates have the information and competences th a t he
needs" (p. 120 ).

He suggested th at leaders are mandated to communi

cate with his subordinates no m atter how different their view s m ay be.
Thomas (cited in Owens, 1991) stated:
Confrontation of divergent views often produces ideas of
superior quality. Divergent views are apt to be based on
different evidence, different considerations, different in
sights, different frames of reference.
Disagreements may
thus confront an individual with factors which he had pre
viously ignored and help him to arrive at a more comprehen
sive view which synthesizes elements of his own and other's
positions, (pp. 2 4 7 -2 4 8 )
It is the premise of this study that training workers to communi
cate assertively reduces the levels of conflict in an organization, pro
motes trust and productivity, and reduces hostility.

Empowered to

communicate assertively, subordinates can state their beliefs,

make

requests so that individual wants and needs may be realized, share
information they have that the organization needs, and give feedback to
members throughout the organization.

Equipped w ith assertive com m u

nication skill, subordinates will be able to ameliorate their own conflict,
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engender trust,

and dissipate hostility throughout the organization.

Accordingly, their productivity will increase.

Importance of the Study
The variable of assertive communication training as it relates to
organizational conflict over values, goals, and demands; trust; hostility;
and productivity is the focus of this research.

By studying the relation

ship between assertive communication training and conflict, leaders may
be better equipped to manage conflict in their organization.

They may

have a skill that they can impart to subordinates that will em pow er them
to take up their roles more authoritatively and in so doing ameliorate the
conflict that subordinates perceive as existing between themselves and
the organization.
By studying the relationship between assertive communication and
trust, leaders may be able to increase trust levels in the organization.
By studying the relationship between assertive communication and
hostility, leaders may be able to decrease levels of hostility in the organi
zation.
W ith increased control over conflict, trust, and hostility, the leader
may then be able to positively impact organizational productivity.

It is

the premise of most students of human resource development that any
training efforts are pointless unless they impact organizational effective
ness. By comparing the productivity rates before and after the assertive
communication training, the findings of this research will determine
w hether the training is a w orthw hile investment of time and money.
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Questions to Be Answered
Based on the previous reasoning, answers to the following ques
tions w ere sought in this study:
1.

Is there a relationship between assertive communication train

ing and the w orker's perception of conflict over values between himself
and the organization?
2.

Is there a relationship between assertive communication train

ing and the w orker's perception of conflict over goals between himself
and the organization?
3.

Is there a relationship between assertive communication train

ing and the w orker’s perception of conflict over demands betw een
himself and the organization?
4.

Is there a relationship between assertive communication train

ing and levels of trust between the workers?
5.

Is there a relationship between assertive communication train

ing and levels of hostility between the workers?
6.

Is there a relationship between assertive communication and

rate of the organization's production efficiency?
Concomitantly, the conceptual hypothesis for this study is that
trained in assertive communication, workers' perceived level of conflict
over values, goals, demands, and of hostility will decrease and workers'
perceived level of trust as well as their productivity will increase.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship
betw een assertive communication training and the variables of conflict
over values, goals, and demands, as well as trust, hostility, and produc
tivity.
In the preceding chapter literature was reviewed which suggested
a potentially beneficial relationship between assertive communication
training and the dependent variables. In this chapter a complete descrip
tion of the study and methods used to test the hypotheses are dis
cussed.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the (a) operational

hypotheses, (b) design of the study, (c) the instrumentation and data
collection, and (d) data analysis.
The research project took place at a manufacturing firm in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

This company manufactures wood chair frames and

components for 85 customers worldwide.

The firm employs 1 3 0 hourly

personnel. The firm has just recently employed a human resource devel
opment coordinator who is actively engaged in assessing the needs of
the employees to promote their professional grow th.

Heretofore, no

comprehensive formal training program had been instituted.

However,

the president of the firm had mandated assertive communication training
for all of the management personnel during 1 9 9 2 .

Hourly w orkers and

33
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their spouses had been invited to take the class on a voluntary basis.
The president of the firm states that the human resource depart
m ent's formal needs assessment may not target assertive communica
tion as the cornerstone of the company's training efforts; however, he
intends to continue to offer the training to all of his employees on at
least a voluntary basis.

He states that he is uncertain how assertive

communication relates to productivity, but to him the effect of the train
ing on productivity are secondary to the qualitative impact it has on
interpersonal interaction.

In an attempt to begin to determine to w hat

extent assertive communication impacts the organization, the president
designated tw o work groups to receive assertive communication training
as a part of their assigned duties.
Operational Hypotheses
The researcher believed that training workers in assertive commu
nication would impact positively conflict over values, goals, and de
mands, as well as trust, hostility, and productivity. The following opera
tional hypotheses were developed to determine if a relationship exists
betw een assertive communication and these concepts:
1.

W hen using the survey (Appendix A) on conflict over values

as a basis of comparison, the mean conflict between values score of an
assertive communication trained group will be lower than the mean
conflict between values score of a comparison group.
2.

W hen using the survey (Appendix A) on conflict over goals as

a basis of comparison, the mean conflict between goals score of an
assertive communication trained group will be lower than the mean
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conflict between goals score of a comparison group.
3.

When using the survey (Appendix A) on conflict over de

mands as a basis of comparison, the mean conflict over demands score
of an assertive trained group will be lower than the mean conflict over
demands score of a comparison group.
4.

When using the survey (Appendix A) on hostility as a basis of

comparison, the mean hostility score of an assertive communication
trained group will be lower than the mean hostility score of a comparison
group.
5.

When using the trust survey (Appendix A) as a basis of

comparison, the mean trust score of an assertive communication trained
group will be higher than the mean trust score of a comparison group.
6.

When using the research site’s statistical analysis procedures

for measuring rate of production, the mean rate of production of an
assertive communication trained group will be higher than the mean rate
of production of a comparison group.
Design
Subjects
W hen approached to use his firm as an experimental site, the
president agreed to allow the researcher to study tw o designated work
groups. Each of the tw o work groups consisted of tw o work cells; each
cell operated during both first and second shifts.

Each w ork cell was

comprised of three to four members per shift. The total possible popula
tion for the

experiment numbered

approximately

23

to

32.

The
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experimental group was comprised of tw o

work cells which

were

randomly selected by the flip of a coin, one from Work Group 1; one
from Work Group 2.

A comparison group w as established from the

remaining tw o work cells.
The entire population of subjects has tenure with the research
site. The president suggested that having these experienced employees
as subjects would help control the internal validity threat of mortality.
Model
A randomized control group pretest-posttest design (see Figure 1)
was employed (Isaac & Michael, 1 98 4).
Random selection of groups
Experimental group

T,

Assertive communication training

T2

Comparison group

T1

Preventive maintenance training

T2

Figure 1. Randomized Control Group Pretest-Posttest Design.
Since it was not possible to assign the subjects to groups at
random, this precluded the control and manipulation of all relevant varia
bles.

However, preassembled groups that are as similar as availability

permitted were randomly selected and assigned to the experimental and
comparison groups.

Both groups w ere then given pretests.

means and standard deviations were then compared

Pretest

for similarity.

According to Isaac and Michael (1 9 8 4 ), the internal validity w ith this
design is fairly satisfactory if groups have similar means and standard
deviations on the pretest.

Although the comparison group does help
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minimize mistaking the effects of history, pretesting, maturation, and
instrumentation for the main effects of assertive communication training,
concerns for internal validity still exist since the individual subjects w ere
not randomly selected.
Procedures
Assertive communication training was administered to the group
selected by the first coin toss. This group is hereafter referred to as the
assertive communication group.

The assertive communication curricu

lum had been developed and was delivered by Chuck Fridsma of Pine
Rest Christian Hospital. M anagem ent staff of the research site m et with
Fridsma and the researcher to insure that the curriculum

included

components of how to generalize the training to daily work activities.
Training consisted of 8 hours total of on-site instruction over four ses
sions.

Training began on January 2 5 , 19 9 4 , and ran for 4 consecutive

weeks, concluding on February 15, 199 4.
To minimize the possibility of competition developing betw een
groups over the status of the training, the totally unrelated training of
preventive maintenance was administered to the tw o cells which com 
prised the comparison group, hereafter called the preventive main
tenance group.

This training took place during the same tim efram e as

the assertive communication training.
The training took place during the course of the work day so that
it would not impinge upon employees' personal time.

The training oc

curred at a tim e of day wherein employees were reasonably fresh and
possibly better able to profit from instruction.
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Subjects were not informed of specific anticipated outcomes of
the experiment; instead, they w ere primarily informed of the general
nature of the training, of its relationship to organizational effectiveness,
and of the logistics of their respective training. This was to minimize the
threat of demand characteristics as discussed by Tuckman (1 9 7 8 ), that
is, self-imposed demands for performance by subjects who have a high
regard for science.

Tuckman (1 9 7 8 )

suggested that subjects may

attem pt to comply with their own expectations of how the experim ent
should come out. To help camouflage the scientific nature of this activi
ty, the trainer and cell supervisors w ere involved in the administration of
the survey and journals so they would appear to be an inherent part of
the training.
A posttest survey was administered on March 1 1 , 1 9 9 4 , approx
imately 1 month after the completion of the training.

This tim e period

was selected to minimize the possibility of subjects dropping out of the
study. The manufacturing industry in West Michigan is currently experi
encing considerable turnover in their hourly wage w ork force.

Tradition

ally, December and the first 3 months of the year incur the low est rate
of employee turnover.
Risk to Subjects
Because subjects w ere trained to communicate in a w ay th at may
have been foreign to them , the new method may have created some
psychological discomfort for the subjects.

Otherwise, there w ere no

apparent physical, psychological, or social risks to the subjects.

The

treatm ent was a class that is offered to the general public through the
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Life Enrichment Center of Pine Rest Christian Hospital.

The curriculum

and trainer have been used extensively by the research site as well as
other organizations in the Grand Rapids area as a part of their human
resource development programs. The research site assumed responsibil
ity for all risks to the subjects as a result of this project.

Informed Consent
Following company policy, the president notified all subjects on
January 4 of the training through tw o memos, one to the assertive
communication group, the other to the preventive maintenance group.
These memos described in general terms the training each group was to
receive, and the logistics of the training, that is, dates, hours, and
impact on the regular work schedule.

Because this training was required

of subjects as a part of their employment at the research site, the
company assumed full responsibility for the risks, appropriate emergency
measures,

compensation,

and treatm ent

available

to

the

subjects.

Accordingly, no consent forms w ere issued.

Protection of Subjects
All subjects were expected to attend the training as part of their
work day; however, none were required to give public responses or
participate in role playing.

Subjects w ere instructed to say "pass" if

they did not wish to share information or actively participate.
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Data Collection Through Multiple Measures
There are serious risks in making recommendations based on a
single criterion which fails to consider the whole outcome of an educa
tional process (Isaac & Michael, 1984).

Therefore, four criteria, trust,

hostility, conflict, and production, are all being used to determine the
effectiveness of assertive communication training.
Since multiple measurements provide more powerful evidence
supporting a proposition than any single measurement approach (Isaac &
Michael, 1 9 8 4 ), four methods of data collection were used:
1.
dix A):

Surveys were used for both the pretest and posttest (Appen
A survey to measure trust, hostility, and conflict over values,

goals, and demands was developed by the researcher.

Content validity

was checked by a group of 15 graduate students as well as a small
group of tw o school administrators.

Reliability was assessed using the

test-retest reliability method as described by Tuckman (1 9 7 8 ).

A group

o f first line supervisors of the firm who were not involved in either of the
training groups were administered the survey on more than one occa
sion.

The score obtained by each person on the first administration of

the test was related to his score on the second administration to provide
a reliability coefficient.
The homogeneity of variance of the assertive communication and
preventive maintenance groups was determined by comparing the means
scores and standard deviations on the pretest.
2.

Journaling (Appendix B):

During the third and fourth training

sessions members of both the assertive communication and preventive
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maintenance groups were asked to comment in a journal about their
response to a conflictual situation encountered on the job site.

They

were asked to write a description of the situation and respond to the
questions, "W hat happened?" and "W hat did you say?" and "How did
you feel?"

Future goals relating to the situation w ere also requested.

Participants were asked to w rite in their journals at the end o f the third
and fourth training session.

Responses were to be coded and quantified

to substantiate or refute the operational hypotheses.
3.

Interviews (Appendix D):

One month after the training was

completed, the researcher conducted a structured interview with the
supervisors of the subjects.

Questions on the interview followed the

concepts of the research questions, that is, levels of conflict, trust, and
hostility.

Responses were coded and summarized and compared to

survey results to substantiate or refute the operational hypothesis.
4.

The research site’s statistical analysis procedures for measur

ing production efficiency were used to determine if there w as, indeed, a
difference in productivity levels.

These are recorded daily and average

percentages of efficiency are computed monthly for each work cell
through a standardized process.
Operational Definitions
The above instruments were developed and used to assess the
hypotheses according to the following operational definitions:
The variable of conflict over values can be defined by attitudes
toward beliefs of the organization, feelings of value and need in the
organization, and opportunities to state beliefs as measured on a survey
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(Appendix A) by eight questions (Numbers 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 2 1 , 2 5 , and
29) on a 5-point Likert-type scale.

It was also to be operationalized

through the coding of responses to questions about conflict over values
on a journal (Appendix B) and an interview (Appendix C, Questions 10
and 12), which were then intended to be quantified through frequency
counts, means, and percentages.
The variable of conflict over goals can be defined as attitudes
tow ard pursuing the vision of the organization as measured on a survey
(Appendix A) by eight questions (Numbers 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 2 2 , 2 6 , and
30) on a 5-point Likert-type scale.

It was also to be operationalized

through the coding of responses to questions about conflict over goals
on a journal (Appendix B) and an interview (Appendix C, Questions 9
and 13), which were then to be quantified through frequency counts,
means, and percentages.
The variable of conflict over demands can be defined by attitudes
tow ard the difference betw een organizational expectations and individual
needs as measured on a survey (Appendix A)

by eight questions

(Numbers 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 2 7 , and 31) on a 5-point Likert-type
scale.

It was also to be operationalized through the coding of responses

to questions about conflict over demands on a journal (Appendix B) and
an interview (Appendix C, Question 14), which were then intended to be
quantified through frequency counts, means, and percentages.
The variable of trust can be defined by attitudes tow ard open
communication as measured by 2 0 questions (Numbers 1-20, page 3) on
a survey (Appendix A) on a 5-point Likert-type scale.

It w as also to be

operationalized through the coding of responses to questions about trust
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on a journal (Appendix B) and an interview (Appendix C, Questions 5
and 6), which were then to be quantified through frequency counts,
means, and percentages.
The variable of hostility can be defined by attitudes tow ard the
organization, tow ard pursuing one's own goals, and toward interactions
with others as measured on a survey (Appendix A) by 10 questions
(Numbers 4, 8, 12, 16, 2 0 , 2 4 , 28, 32, 33, and 34) on a 5-point Likerttype scale.

It was also to be operationalized through the coding of

responses to questions about hostility on a journal (Appendix B) and an
interview (Appendix C, Question 8), which were then intended to be
quantified through frequency counts, means, and percentages.
The variable of productivity can be defined as the percentage of
efficiency in production as measured against standard rates per job.
Rates w ere produced by the assertive communication group and the
preventive maintenance group on their assigned jobs on monthly meas
ures from January through March.
Data Analysis

On both the pretest and posttest, a t test for differences between
group means with independent samples was used to determine if there is
a relationship between assertive communication training and levels of
conflict over values, goals, and demands, as well as trust, hostility, and
production.
The alpha level of .0 5 was used to determine the rejection or non
rejection of the following null hypotheses:
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1.

W hen using the conflict-over-values survey as a basis of

comparison,

the

mean

conflict-over-values

score

of

the

assertive

communication group will be the same as the mean conflict-over-values
score of the preventive maintenance group.
2.

W hen

using the conflict-over-goals survey as a basis of

comparison, the mean conflict-over-goals score of the assertive commu
nication group will be the same as the mean conflict-over-goals score of
the preventive maintenance group.
3.

W hen using the conflict-over-demands survey as a basis of

comparison, the mean conflict-over-demands score of the assertive
communication group will be the same as the mean conflict-over-de
mands score of the preventive maintenance group.
4.

W hen using the hostility survey as a basis of comparison, the

mean hostility score of the assertive communication group will be the
same as the mean hostility score of the preventive maintenance group.
5.

W hen using the trust survey as a basis of comparison, the

mean trust score of the assertive communication group will be the same
as the mean trust score of the preventive maintenance group.
6.

W hen using the research site's statistical analysis procedures

for measuring rate of productivity, the mean rate of production efficiency
of the assertive communication group will be the same as the mean rate
of production efficiency of the preventive maintenance group.
Computer
Package

for

analysis

Social

was

Sciences

accomplished
(SPSS)

through

computer

the

software

Software
program

(Norusis, 1990) available through Western Michigan University.
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Content analysis is the method of analysis that was to be used to
quantify data contained in the journal and the interview.

Budd, Thorp,

and Donohew (1 9 6 7 ) described the following six stages of content
analysis:

formulating the research question, theory, and hypothesis;

selecting a sample and defining categories; coding the content according
to objective rules; scaling the items or in some other w ay arriving at
scores; comparing these scores with other variables included in the
study; and interpreting the findings according to appropriate concepts or
theories.
These six steps w ere to be followed to analyze the content of the
journal and interview.

The first tw o steps, formulating theory and

hypothesis, and selecting a sample have been discussed previously. The
third step, coding was satisfied by the construction of code sheets for
both the journal and interview (Appendix D).
Relevant responses on both the journal and typed copies of the
interview were to be designated with a serial number and the code,
followed by a feeling-tone symbol.

This information was then to be

transferred to appropriate cells in the code sheet.
Scoring was to be done by computing frequency counts of re
sponses in the main categories of trust; hostility; and conflict over
values, goals, and demands.

Means were to be identified for the sub

categories and percentages computed for the feeling tones within each
category.

The resultant scores were to be compared to scores obtained

on the t test of independent samples and interpreted.

This was to satis

fy the fifth and sixth stages of content analysis as specified by Budd et
al. (1 9 6 7 ).
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Although content analysis was thoroughly planned for, the nature
of the results of the journal and the small number of interviewees pre
cluded the use of this methodology.

Other procedures were used to

analyze data and are explained in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to determine if a relationship exists
betw een assertive communication training and levels of conflict over
values, goals, and demands, as well as levels of hostility, trust, and
productivity in the organization.
Chapter III described methods and procedures used to test the six
hypotheses.

The research questions were developed from a review of

the literature th at suggested the value of assertive communication to the
organization.

Measurements were done with the use of a researcher-

made survey, a journal, an interview, and production results.
The design of the study involved the participation of tw o w ork
groups comprised of four work cells in a Grand Rapids manufacturing
firm. Two of the four work cells were randomly chosen by the toss of a
coin to receive assertive communication training.

The other tw o w ork

cells received the unrelated training of preventive maintenance.

The

membership of the w ork cells had been established prior to the study.
In this study, the independent variable was assertive com m unica
tion training.

The dependent variables were conflict over values, goals,

and demands; trust; and hostility, as well as productivity.
Reliability of the Survey
A test-retest analysis was run on the survey to determine the
reliability of the survey.

The survey was originally administered to the
47
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first line managem ent group which numbered seven (n = 7). The survey
was then readministered to the same population one w eek later.

A

Pearson product-moment correlation was computed for each of the
hypotheses addressed on the survey:

conflict over goals, conflict over

values, and conflict over demands, as well as hostility and trust.

The

small number of participants in this assessment precludes drawing firm
conclusions about the reliability of the instrument. However, for each of
the concepts, except conflict over demands, a Pearson product-m om ent
correlation calculation produced a positive linear relationship as shown in
Table 1.
Table 1
Correlation of Scores on Test and Retest Administration
of Survey to Verify Reliability

Dependent variables

Pearson product-m om ent
correlation coefficient

Conflict over values

.6741

Conflict over goals

.9 4 7 9

Conflict over demands

-.2 3 0 5

Hostility

.6 0 3 3

Trust

.7 1 7 3

No explanation is known for the negative linear relationship ob
tained for the conflict-over-demands concept.
Because the group to which the survey was administered was so
small, no firm conclusion can be drawn about the survey’s reliability.
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Pretest for Internal Validity
A pretest survey was administered to the experimental and com
parison groups at the outset of the study to determine similarity of the
groups.

According to Isaac and Michael (1 9 8 4 ), the internal validity of

the design of this research is fairly satisfactory if groups have similar
means and standard deviations.
Using the survey as a basis of comparison, the researcher antici
pated an analysis of variance to demonstrate similar means and standard
deviations on each of the dependent variables:

conflict over values,

conflict over goals, conflict over demands, hostility, and trust.
A comparison of the assertive communication group and the
preventive maintenance group relative to the dependent variables is
found in Table 2.
A summary of the comparisons of the tw o groups in terms of
variance indicates that they are, indeed, similar for all variables. The .05
alpha level is exceeded by the probability scores of all of the variables.
Therefore, one can conclude that the experimental and comparison
groups are from the same population relative to each of the variables.
The data analysis of the research used the t test for independent
samples.

The t test is a robust statistical test as suggested by Popham

and Sirotnik (1 9 9 2 ). That is to say, a t value that can be correctly inter
preted will be obtained even when the assumption of equal variances is
violated.
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Table 2
Comparison of Means and Standard Deviations
of Dependent Variables
Assertive
communication
(n = 13)

Preventive
maintenance
(n = 13)

Variable

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

B.

Conflict over values

2 .2 2

.5 8

2 .6 2

.81

.1 5 7

Conflict over goals

2.01

.4 5

2 .4 4

.8 4

.1 1 6

Conflict over demands

2 .1 6

.68

2 .6 5

.75

.0 9 0

Hostility

2 .0 2

.6 3

2 .3 4

.9 0

.3 0 0

Trust

3 .1 4

.71

3 .3 3

.5 2

.4 5 9

* £ < .0 5 .
Results of Hypotheses Testing
Hypotheses 1-5: Conflict Over Values. Goals,
and Demands: Trust: and Hostility

W hen using the survey as a basis of comparison, the investigator
expected a difference in the mean scores of each of the dependent
variables for the assertive communication group and the preventive
maintenance group.

In order to test these hypotheses, the research

sample, comprised of the tw o work groups, totaling 2 3 employees, was
surveyed using the researcher-developed instrument. The findings of the
t test for independent means are found in Table 3.

In this table the

means, standard deviations, and the t-test findings for the dependent
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Table 3
Comparison of M eans, Standard Deviations, and t-Test Results
for the Dependent Variables and Type of Training

Type of training
Assertive
communication
(n = 11)

Preventive
maintenance
{n = 12)

Twotailed
£>

Variable

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

df

Conflict over values

2 .4 6

0 .7 5

1 .9 9

0 .8 0

2 1 .0 0

1 .4 3

.1 6 8

Conflict over goals

2 .3 0

0 .5 9

2 .1 4

0 .8 8

1 9 .3 7

0 .6 4

.5 3 0

Conflict over demands

2 .4 3

0 .6 5

2 .4 3

0 .9 8

1 9 .2 0

0.01

.9 9 2

Hostility

2 .2 7

0 .7 2

2 .1 0

0 .9 0

2 0 .6 6

0.51

.6 1 6

Trust

3 .1 0

0 .7 9

3 .3 8

0 .5 7

1 8 .0 7

-0 .9 8

.3 3 8

< .05.

t
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variables are described in terms of both assertive communication training
and preventive maintenance training.
Through the use of the t test, two-tailed probabilities w ere calcu
lated which are all greater than the alpha level of .05; therefore, the null
hypotheses relative to these variables cannot be rejected. No conclusion
may be drawn about the difference between the group that was trained
in assertive communication and the group that was trained in preventive
maintenance relative to the variables of conflict over values, goals, and
demands; trust; and hostility.
Hypothesis 6: Productivity
W hen using the research site's measures of production efficiency,
the groups posted the productivity as depicted in Table 4.
Table 4
Production Rates
Group

January

February

March

Assertive communication Cell 1

9 9 .2 6 %

8 3 .9 7 %

1 0 1 .6 7 %

Assertive communication Cell 3

8 7 .0 1 %

8 8 .5 9 %

9 6 .7 7 %

Preventive maintenance Cell 2

9 9 .6 0 %

9 2 .6 0 %

9 8 .8 8 %

Preventive maintenance Cell 4

8 5 .9 4 %

7 7 .4 5 %

8 0 .8 0 %

Using these rates as a basis of comparison, the researcher ex
pected a difference in the mean score of production efficiency between
the assertive communication and preventive maintenance trained groups'.
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In order to test this hypothesis, these production rates were compared in
a t test for independent means.

The findings for these independent

means are found in Table 5.
In Table 5 the means, standard deviations, and t-test findings for
the variable of production efficiency are described in terms of both
assertive communication training and preventive maintenance training.
The t test computed a two-tailed probability of .4 6 6 which is
greater than the alpha level of .05; therefore, no conclusion may be
drawn about the difference between the assertive communication trained
group and the preventive maintenance trained group relative to produc
tion efficiency.
Results of the Analysis of the Journal
The intent of the journal was to gather data through a different
method that would substantiate or refute the operational hypotheses
regarding conflict over values, conflict over goals, conflict over de
mands, trust, and hostility.

Content analysis as defined by Budd et al.,

(1 9 6 7 ) was selected as the method by which the data contained in the
journal would be analyzed.

Questions for the journal w ere developed to

elicit responses that could render information about each of the depend
ent variables.

Coding sheets and scales were developed by which

responses could be quantified.
The researcher assumed that the research participants would be
explicit in responding to the questions.

W hat the researcher failed to

take into account was that the journal asked people employed to work
with their hands to be astute and verbose in their written expression.
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Table 5
Comparison of M eans, Standard Deviations, and t-Test Results
for Production Efficiency and Type of Training
Type of training
Assertive
communication
(n = 11)

Preventive
maintenance
(n = 12)

Variable

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

df

Production efficiency

9 2 .8 9

7 .2 9

8 9.21

9.31

9 .4 6

t

0 .7 6

Twotailed
n
.4 6 6

< .05.

oi

4*

Responses to questions on the journals were very brief, most
often "yes" or "no," even when longer answers were solicited.

The

responses were so terse th at no coding could be done according to the
concepts of the six hypotheses; therefore, the original journal coding
sheets (Appendix D) w ere useless.

Still the researcher speculated that

the answers might show a pattern that would be of interest to the
study.

Accordingly, the researcher analyzed the yes and no answers to

the following journal questions that are most directly aligned with the
original research hypotheses:
1.

Did you interact w ith your supervisor to resolve the problem?

2.

Did you interact with your teammates to resolve the problem?

3.

How do you feel about any of the interactions?

4.

Was the problem resolved satisfactorily?

These questions relate closely to the original hypotheses by indi
cating if participants of either group communicate more with supervisors
or fellow employees, thereby increasing opportunity to address conflict,
feel positively about their interactions in the organization (increasing
trust), and solve problems (reducing hostility).

Accordingly, the follow 

ing additional operational hypotheses were developed.
1.

The proportion o f assertive communication trained employees

who interact w ith their supervisor is higher than the proportion of pre
ventive maintenance trained employees.
2.

The proportion of assertive communication trained employees

who interact w ith their team m ates is higher than the proportion of
preventive maintenance trained employees.
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3.

The proportion o f assertive communication trained employees

w ho feel positively about their interactions is higher than the proportion
of preventive maintenance trained employees.
4.

The proportion o f problems resolved satisfactorily is higher

with the assertive communication trained employees than with the
preventive maintenance trained employees.
Accordingly, null hypotheses are as follows:
1.

The proportion o f assertive communication trained employees

w ho interact with their supervisor is the same as the proportion of
preventive maintenance trained employees.
2.

The proportion of assertive communication trained employees

who interact w ith their team m ates is the same as the proportion of
preventive maintenance trained employees.
3.

The proportion of assertive communication trained employees

who feel positively about their interactions is the same as the proportion
of preventive maintenance trained employees.
4.

The proportion of conflict resolved satisfactorily by the asser

tive communication trained employees is the same as the preventive
maintenance trained employees.
The journal produced nominal data which was coded and ana
lyzed.

A chi-square analysis was run on the data for each of the re

search hypotheses through the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS) computer software program (Norusis, 1990) available through
Western Michigan University.

Alpha level was set at .1 0 .
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Hypothesis 7: Interaction W ith Supervisors

Using the responses to the journal as a basis of comparison, the
investigator expected a difference between the proportion of assertive
communication trained and preventive maintenance trained employees
who interacted with their supervisors.

The findings of the chi-square

analysis are presented in Table 6.
Table 6
Comparison of Proportions of Participants W ho Interacted
W ith Their Supervisor According to Training Type
Type of training
Assertive
communication
training
(n = 15)

Preventive
maintenance
training
(n = 9)

£

60%

50%

.51

* £ < . 10 .
Given a £> value of .5 1 , which is far greater than the alpha level
of .1 0 , one can draw no conclusions about the difference betw een the
proportion of assertive communication trained and the proportion of
preventive maintenance trained participants who interacted w ith their
supervisor.
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Hypothesis 8: Interaction W ith Teammates

Using the responses to the journal as a basis of comparison, the
investigator expected a difference between the proportion of assertive
communication trained and preventive maintenance trained employees
who interacted with their team m ates.

The findings of the chi-square

analysis are presented in Table 7.
Table 7
Comparison of Proportions of Participants W ho Interacted
W ith Their Teammates According to Training Type
Type of training
Assertive
communication
training
(n = 18)

Preventive
maintenance
training
(n = 9)

72%

50%

.1 4

*E < .10.
The fi value of .1 4 is larger than the alpha level of .1 0 . Therefore,
one can draw no firm conclusions about the difference betw een the
proportion of communication trained and preventive maintenance trained
participants who interacted with their teammates.

However, the .1 4

level is very close to the predetermined alpha level of .1 0 and may in
dicate the advisability of further inquiry.
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Hypothesis 9: Positive Feelings About the Interactions

The investigator anticipated a difference in the journal response
betw een the proportion of assertive communication trained and preven
tive m aintenance trained employees who feel positively about their inter
actions.

However, 1 0 0 % of the participants who responded in both

groups indicated positive feelings about the interaction.
Hypothesis 10: Conflicts Resolved Satisfactorily

Using the journal as the basis of comparison, the investigator
expected a difference betw een the proportion of conflicts resolved satis
factorily by the assertive communication trained employees and the
proportion of conflicts resolved satisfactorily by the preventive main
tenance trained employees.

The findings of the chi-square analysis are

presented in Table 8.
Table 8
Comparison of Proportions of Participants W ho
Indicated Satisfactory Problem Resolution
According to Training Type
Type of training
Assertive
communication
training
(n = 15)

Preventive
maintenance
training
(n = 9)

B.

65%

88%

.0 9

< . 10 .
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The £ value of .0 9 is less than the alpha level of .1 0 .

Therefore,

one can reject the null hypothesis that there is no difference betw een
the proportion of assertive communication trained and preventive main
tenance

trained

participants

who

resolved

problems

satisfactorily.

However, the larger proportion was realized by the preventive main
tenance group. This is in opposition to the investigator's predictions.

It

appears th a t those who are preventive maintenance trained evaluate
satisfactory problem resolution more frequently than those who are
assertive communication trained.

These findings may suggest that

assertive communication does not, of itself, foster problem resolution.
Conversely, preventive maintenance training targets exactly that, pre
venting and solving problems. Further research seems to be indicated.
Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Scores
on the Dependent Variables
A post hoc comparison of scores of the research groups on the
pretest and posttest revealed an unexpected pattern.

The researcher

had predicted that for the assertive communication group all of the con
flict related scores (i.e., scores regarding values, goals, demands, and
hostility) would go dow n.

Simultaneously, the investigator anticipated

the trust score would go up as the group was trained.
opposite occurred.

Instead, just the

In Table 9 the assertive communication group's

scores of the pretest and posttest are compared.
Similarly the researcher anticipated no change in the scores of the
preventive

maintenance

group.

However,

preventive

maintenance

group's scores did change in exactly the direction the researcher had
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Table 9
Comparison of Assertive Communication Group's
Pretest and Posttest Scores
Pretest
score

Posttest
score

Direction
of change

Conflict over values

2 .2 2

2 .4 5

+

Conflict over goals

2.01

2 .3 3

+

Conflict over demands

2 .1 6

2 .4 3

+

Hostility

2 .0 2

2 .2 7

+

Trust

3 .1 4

3 .1 0

-

Concept

predicted for the assertive communication group.
lated scores w ent down

That is,, conflict re

and the trust score rose as indicated

in

Table 10.
Table 10
Comparison of Preventive Maintenance Group's
Pretest and Posttest Scores
Pretest
score

Posttest
score

Direction
of change

Conflict over values

2 .6 2

1 .9 9

-

Conflict over goals

2 .4 4

2 .1 4

-

Conflict over demands

2 .6 6

2 .4 3

-

Hostility

2 .3 4

2 .1 0

-

Trust

3 .3 3

3 .3 8

+

Concept
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In every case for both the assertive communication and preventive
m aintenance trained groups, there was a change in a direction that was
totally unexpected.

The existence and direction of the changes is so

consistent that the change cannot be attributed to chance.

Conjecture

for the cause and direction of the change will be discussed in Chapter V.
Results of Analysis of Participant Talk About Training
Two questions on the survey inquired as to w hat extent the
subjects have talked with one another about the training.

One question

asked the extent to which participants discussed the training with fellow
participants in the same training group.

The other question asked the

extent to which subjects talked with participants in the other training
group about the training.
The difference betw een the tw o groups in intra-group discussion
and inter-group discussion is important in determining if contamination of
results has occurred.
samples w as run.

To test for differences, a t test of independent

The findings of the t test for independent means are

found in Tables 11 and 12.
The t-test analysis produced probability scores of .8 0 6 and .6 8 4
for intra-group and inter-group discussion, respectively.

Both are higher

than the .0 5 alpha level; consequently, there is little concern th at differ
ences in the amount of discussion about the training would contaminate
the results of the research.
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Table 11
Comparison of Means and t-Test Results
for Intra-Group Discussion
Type of training
Assertive
communication
In = 9)

Preventive
maintenance
(n = 12)
Twotailed

Mean
2 .7 8

2 .6 7

df

t

B

15

.2 5

.8 0 6

< .0 5 .

Table 12
Comparison of Means and t-Test Results
for Inter-Group Discussion
Type of training
Assertive
communication
(n = 9)

Preventive
maintenance
(n = 12)
Twotailed

Mean
2 .4 4

2 .2 5

dl

t

B

12

.4 2

.6 8 4

< .0 5 .
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Results of Interviews W ith Management

Originally the researcher expected to interview at least five admin
istrators of the firm.

However, tw o of the targeted five were not

involved w ith the research subjects at the time of the interview.

Of the

three administrators left, one was the vice president of the firm.

He

reported th a t he was unable to answer most of the interview questions
because he does not interact regularly enough with the research subjects
to assess their communication. The responses of the interviewees were
coded with the coding sheets (Appendix E). The results are reported in
categories that correspond to the dependent variables.
Five additional questions were also asked that elicited interviewee
opinions about the general effects of the assertive communication train
ing.

The vice president was able to respond to these more general

questions. His answers are included in the summaries.
1.

W hat are some types of training that you think are beneficial

to the operations of your organization?
2.

Have you noticed any changes in the em ployee's communica

tion with one another (since the training)? If so, w h at kind?
3.

Have you noticed any changes in how employees are commu

nicating w ith management? W hat kind of changes?
4.

W hat are the benefits of assertive communication training as

you see them?
5.

W hat are the drawbacks of assertive communication training

from your standpoint?
Responses to these questions were summarized and reported.
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Conflict Over Values

1.

Cell supervisor:

Newer employees to the organization feel as

im portant as others in the organization.
not listened to.

Very few express that they are

"Wants and needs are met here--employees get w hat

they w ant. Everyone w ants the firm to be successful."
2.

Plant manager:

All employees are treated equally and do not

feel less important than others.
Conflict Over Goals
1.

Cell supervisor:

hear anything negative.

"If you make goals with them , you will not

Goals are now very reachable.

If people feel

goals are reachable and have input in developing them , the response will
be positive. The key is involvement."
2.

Plant manager:

pursue goals.

No conflict is expressed over attem pts to

However, employees express fear about change.

"People

who are educated challenge the system."
Conflict Over Demands
1.

Cell supervisor:

Employees do not express that how they do

their job is different from the w ay the organization expects it done.
Instead, they might talk about how they have a better idea.
the subjects are talking more freely.
subjects will reply openly.
training.

Recently

Currently when asked a question,

This was not necessarily true prior to the

"Perhaps the training gave employees the sanctioning to open

up."
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2.

Plant manager: No response.

3.

Vice president:

Currently employees are engaged in doing a

time study and have responded by being honest and open with their
supervisors. Managem ent did not anticipate this.
Trust
1.

Cell supervisor:

Members of the assertive communication

group are more frequently heard supporting one another in challenging
situations.

Employees use honest communication w ith one another.

Much is based on w hether they are doing a good job. There is not much
difference betw een cells.
2.

Plant manager:

It is not possible to compare the difference

between the assertive communication group and preventive maintenance
group.

However, tw o participants of the experimental group are de

scribed as demonstrating frequent overt support for their peers.

To

quote the manager, "Two men who w ere trained are the shining stars.
They are really demonstrating this. I have heard more praise out of them
recently than I have in a long time."
Hostility
1.

Cell supervisor: In the assertive communication group there is

a small amount of hostility expressed regarding change.

In the preven

tive maintenance group, there seems to be no hostility communicated;
however, in one cell of the preventive maintenance group there is no
communication at all.
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2.

Plant manager:

Very little hostility is expressed.

There is a

language barrier in one of the preventive maintenance cells which pre
cludes communication.

Type of Training Beneficial to the Organization
The managers feel that a variety of training is desirable and should
include orientation to the organization, machine training, preventive
maintenance, print reading, shop math, problem solving, team building,
and

interpersonal

communications.

Managers

suggested

that

the

training of the research project will become increasingly beneficial as
employees are encouraged to use their new skills.
Changes Noted in Employee Communication
Some change has been noted.
training are noticeably being used.

Some of the key phrases of the
Improvement in eye contact and

body language has been observed. One of the managers made repeated
comments about increasingly realizing the need for quality communica
tion skills, using both quality expressive and listening skills.
Benefits of Assertive Communication Training
Assertive communication training sets the expectation for em 
ployee involvement.

People will let you know if they have a problem, or

an idea to improve.

Assertive communication enables people to partici

pate in the change process and communicate with team members.

It

elicits respect for diverse opinions. It promotes clarity of understanding.
"You never leave a meeting not knowing w hat is w anted.

From the 'big
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guy' dow n."

Learning how to better communicate will only help collabo

ration. It is critical to be able to understand each other.
Drawbacks of Assertive Communication

There are no negatives as long as the approach maintains others'
self-respect. "Through assertive communication, w h at you hear m ay not
make you happy, but if you can understand it, you can live with it."
Recommendations for the Training
Administer the training in shorter bits over a longer period of tim e
in order to capitalize on the potential of follow-up and to remind em 
ployees to use their skills.
Limitations of the Study
Threats to Internal Validity
Several factors may influence the internal validity of this study:
1.

Differential selection:

Preexisting groups w ere used preclud

ing random assignment of individuals to the sample population.

How

ever, the work cells were randomly assigned to the experimental and
comparison groups by a flip of a coin.
2.

Maturation: Since the experiment took place over a tim e span

of 4 weeks, some uncontrolled processes within the subjects may have
occurred simultaneously.

The use of a comparison group composed of

comparable persons with similar experiences should have helped mini
mize this factor.
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3.

Contemporary history:

Since the experiment took place over

a 4-w eek period, there m ay be external historical events in the environ
ment that may impact measured outcomes; for example, unusually high
number of orders to produce in a given time necessitating long hours, or
increased work days per w eek.

Use of a comparison group with similar

experiences should have minimized this factor also.
4.

Pretesting procedures: Exposure to the pretest may effect the

performance of some of the participants on the posttest (Ary, Jacobs, &
Razavieh, 1 99 0).
Generalizabilitv of the Study
There are tw o primary limitations of the generalizability of this
study to other populations:
1.

Generalizability

of

results

and

selection

of

environment:

Because the research site's president is convinced of the value of asser
tive communication training for his staff, one would suspect that the
president values open communication and that it is already a part of the
culture and "the w ay things are done around the firm" (Sergiovanni,
1 98 4).

His staff's receptivity to the training and willingness to utilize its

principles may not be representative of other manufacturing firms.
2.

Generalizability of results and selection of subjects:

Subjects

for this experiment have considerable tenure with the company.

This

may impact the extent to which they have been acculturated into the
organization.

Their receptivity and responsiveness to the training may

be unique to their longevity with the company, rendering the generalize
ability to other employees inside and outside the firm suspect.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
Tichy and Devanna

(1990 )

concluded that organizations that

"institutionalize a contention system" maximize the potential of conflict
(p. 2 6 8 ).

The few er the restrictions and the more open the communica

tion allowed, the greater the probability of de-escalation of conflict.
Miller and Simons (1 9 7 4 ) found that sanctioning members to give one
another feedback about behavior increases the probability for coopera
tion.
Assertive communication is one such contention system.
tive communication is predicated on open communication.
feedback and recognizes conflict as necessary.

Asser

It mandates

It focuses on recogniz

ing goals and information in a direct, honest manner while maintaining
respect for others (Jakubowski-Spector, cited in Rawlings & Carter,
197 7).
This

study

investigated

the

relationship

between

assertive

communication training and conflict over values, goals, and demands, as
well as trust, hostility, and productivity in the organization.
A discussion on the conclusions of the study is framed according
to the research questions addressed. Recommendations and conclusions
follow.

70
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Discussion
Relationship Between Training and Dependent Variables

The data analysis in Chapter IV does not suggest a relationship
between assertive communication training and conflict over values,
goals, and demands; hostility; trust; and productivity.

The research did

not reinforce the idea that if encouraged to communicate, the workers
will be more empowered and have more ownership in the organization
(Lawlor, cited in Tichy & Devanna, 1 99 0).

The increased sense of

ownership or oneness with the organization developed through open
communication was thought to diminish perceptions of conflict over
values (Burns, 1 97 8), goals (Senge, 1 9 9 0 ), and demands (Getzels &
Guba, cited in Warfield, 199 2); hostility (Miller & Simons, 197 4); and
increase trust (Bennis & Nanus, 1985) between the individual and the
organization, resulting in increased productivity.

These concepts could

not be supported by this research study.
Instead, the results of the research were in the opposite direction
of that anticipated.

For the assertive communication trained group, the

conflict over values, goals, and demands and hostility scores w en t up
instead of down.
down.

Additionally, the trust score, predicted to go up, w ent

Conversely, for the preventive maintenance group, the conflict

over values, goals, and demands and hostility scores w ent down and the
trust score w ent up.

Although it is purely conjecture, the researcher

suggests that the perceived level of conflict increased because the
employees were trained to communicate openly and regularly.

More

frequent communication leads to additional opportunities for conflict
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(Thomas, cited in Owens, 1 9 9 1 ), thereby increasing the perceived level
of conflict.

This logic is reinforced by the idea that specific problem

solving skills w ere not taught as a part of the assertive communication
training.

Participants were trained to identify and inform others of prob

lems but not to solve them .

This could have heightened awareness of

conflict w ithout providing the means to resolve it. Conversely, the focus
of the preventive maintenance group was to solve mechanical problems.
Perhaps the focus of this training on problem resolution impacted the
comparison group's perception of conflict, hostility, and trust.
The researcher's conjectures are reinforced by comments from the
m anagem ent's interviews about the assertive communication group.
The assertive communication group is good at communicat
ing. I hear them giving one another feedback such as "You
are being passive aggressive on this issue!" The assertive
communication trained workers are talking more freely and
will reply to questions openly.
Perhaps the training gave
employees the sanctioning to open up.

Relationship Between Training and Frequency of Interaction
The results of the data analysis in Chapter IV does not support a
significant relationship between assertive communication and frequency
of interaction between employees and their supervisors or team m ates.
Although the difference in the proportion of workers who interacted with
their

supervisors

and

team m ates

was

not

statistically

significant

between the assertive communication group and the preventive main
tenance group, it is interesting to note that the proportion of the asser
tive communication group who interacted with both supervisors and
team m ates was higher.

Although the higher proportions may be due to
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chance, this may lend further credence to the researcher's previous
conjecture that the assertive communication training encouraged partic
ipants to communicate, thereby possibly impacting the frequency of
interaction.
Relationship Between Training and a Positive
Feeling About the Interactions
Data analysis indicated that virtually no difference existed be
tw een the assertive communication and preventive maintenance groups
relative to their feelings about their interactions with supervisors and
m anagement.

One hundred percent of those responding from both

groups indicated positive feelings about the interactions.

This may

suggest th at employees' communication attempts are reinforced positive
ly in some w ay by the organization.

It may also suggest that employees

may feel intrinsically rewarded when they respect themselves by speak
ing w hat is on their minds (Jakubowski-Spector, cited in Rawlings &
Carter, 1 9 7 7 ).
Relationship Between Training and Resolution of Problems
The data analysis in Chapter IV does not support a relationship
between assertive communication and satisfactory problem resolution.
Instead, from the data one can conclude that the group trained in pre
ventive maintenance more frequently viewed

problems satisfactorily

resolved than did the assertive communication trained group. The result
of this testing is also in sync with the researcher's speculations th at this
may reflect the absence of problem-solving skill developm ent in the
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assertive communication training and the focus on problem solving in
preventive maintenance training.

It is logical that trained to solve

specific mechanical problems, the comparison group would express more
frequent problem resolution that the experimental group that was trained
to share information and pinpoint problems, not resolve them.
Recommendations
As a result of the data analysis, this researcher suggests several
recommendations.

Recommendations include extension of the tim e

frame for the study, change of the assertive communication curriculum,
and additional data collection methods.
First, the study could be extended over the course of a year so
that the experimental group has time to practice their assertive commu
nication skills.

Problem resolution skills are not explicitly taught through

assertive communication training.

However, problem resolution skills

mandate exchange of information which is an implicit part of assertive
communication training.

Given practice at exchanging information and

openly communicating w ith one another over time, participants may
develop specific problem resolution skills that will impact their percep
tions of levels of conflict.
The monthly production efficiency scores were compiled over only
a 3-m onth period. Although the t test indicated no significant difference
between the tw o groups, both cells of the assertive communication
group posted higher rates after the conclusion of the training in March as
compared to January rates.

Conversely, both cells of the preventive

maintenance group posted lower rates in March than at the outset of the
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study.

A study extended over a longer time period could indicate a

pattern.
The second recommendation is that the assertive communication
curriculum be extended to include specific problem resolution strategies.
This may impact participants' perceptions of conflict, hostility, and trust
since they would then be trained not only to raise issues, but also to
address them .

Further research is desirable to determine the impact of

the modified curriculum.
Finally, additional data collection methods such as case studies of
the interactions of individual cells and their individual members may shed
light on the types and frequency of interactions that result in decreased
levels of perceived conflict, hostility, and increased levels of trust and
productivity.

Interviews of those participants recently observed and

reported by management to be more open and more supportive of their
peers may illuminate w h at prompted the increase in this organizationally
desirable behavior.
Conclusions
Although this research study did not generate support for a rela
tionship between assertive communication training and conflict over
values, goals, demands; hostility; trust; and productivity, it did suggest
that

all

participants

team m ates as positive.

perceive

interactions

with

supervisors

and

Possibly the process of training employees does

sanction them to "open up" as suggested by management and sharing
w hat they know is gratifying to employees.
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By encouraging open communication, one is encouraging partici
pation which should increase the information available to the organiza
tion. According to W heatley (1 9 9 2 ), the w ay one develops the informa
tion needed to do business is through participation.
We need a broad distribution of information, viewpoints, and
interpretations if w e are to make sense of this world. . . . A
fe w people, charged with interpreting the data, are, in fact
observing only very
few of the potentialities contained
within that data. Consider how different it is . . . when the
w ave of information spreads out broadly everywhere in the
organization.
It would seem that the more participants w e engage in
this participative universe, the more w e can access its
potentials and the wiser w e become. To banish the ghosts
in this ghostly universe, w e need a different p a ttern -o n e in
which more and more of us engage freely, evoking multiple
meanings through our powers of observation, (pp. 6 4 -6 5 )
According to the management of the research site, assertive
communication sets the expectation for employee involvem ent and
enables participation in the change process.

It elicits respect for diverse

opinions and promotes clarity of understanding.
W heatley (1 9 9 2 ) continued:
We also create order when w e invite conflicts and contradic
tions to rise to the surface, when w e search them out,
highlight them , even allowing them to grow large and worri
some. We need to support people in the hunt for unsettling
or discomfirming information, and provide them w ith the
resources of time, colleagues, and opportunities for process
ing the information. . . . Through constant exchanges, new
information is spawned and the organization grows in its
effectiveness, (p. 116)
This researcher concludes that it is in the best interest of the
research site to combine assertive communication training, problem
solving training,

and specific

production-skill training

to

encourage

employees to share information, and deal with the resultant issues.
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Further research is in order to determine the relationship betw een this
combination of training and perceived levels of conflict over values,
goals, and demands; hostility; trust; and productivity.
If such a relationship can be demonstrated, organizations will be
well served to train their employees accordingly.
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SURVEY OF ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
The purpose of this questionnaire is to exchange information. It's an attempt to
find out how well we are working together at Davidson Plyforms, Inc. W hen we
know what is working well and what is not we can better plan for the success of
our employees and the organization. You can help us get the information that
w e need to improve by completing this questionnaire. There are no right or
wrong answers. Just your thoughts and feelings.
Please fill in or circle the information below to assist in interpreting your
responses. Your responses will be strictly confidential; no one in the
organization will know how you answer the questions. Thank you in advance for
your help.

1 . 1 am a member of: a. Work Group #1
b. Work Group #2
2 . 1am a member of: a.
b.
c.
d.
3. I work: day shift
night shift

Cell
Cell
Cell
Cell

1
2
3
4

4. How many years have you worked at Davidson Plyforms, Inc.
a. two years or less
b. three to five years
c. five to ten years
d. more than ten years
5. Please indicate your age:
a. 18-20
b. 20-24
c. 25-29
d. 30-39
e. 40-50, or more
6. Please indicate your gender:
a. female
b. male
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Please answer the following statements by circling the number you feel best fits the extent each statement
is true given your experience on your job.
To What Extent Is
Statement True:

1
little
extent

3
some moderate
extent
extent

good great
extent extent

1 .1 feel that my opinions and beliefs are not valued by the organization.

Extent True
little
mod.
great
1 2 3 4
5

2 .1 feel that the old ways of doing things are better than the new.

I

3.1 feel that 1 know how to do my job better than the organization.
knows how it needs to be done

3

4

5

4

5

4 .1 feel that when decisions arc made, I usually disagree
with what has been decided upon.

2

4

5

5 .1 have few opportunities to state what I believe.

2

4

5

6 .1 feel that the changes we are going through are not worth all of the effort.

1

2

4

5

7 .1 feel that 1 know how to improve my job but do not get a chance
to share the information with management.

1

2

4

5

8.1 feel frustrated in my attempts to state my own side of a situation.

1

2

4

5

9 .1 feel that what I believe is seldom as important as what
management believes.

1

2

3

4

5

10.1 feel that we need to spend more time dealing with the reality of
our situation instead of dealing with "how things could be."

1

2

3

4

5

11.1 feel that Davidson does not care that I know how my job
can best be done.

4

12.1 feel that what 1 think is not as important as what management thinks.

4

13.1 have few opportunities to suggest how we might do things
better around here.
14.1 feel that it is not very important to understand the
vision of Davidson Plyforms, Inc.

1

2

3

4

4

5

5

15.1 feel that Davidson and 1 do not agree on how my job can
be done most efficiently.
16.1 feel resentment over decisions that are made here at work.
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17.1 do not agree with management about how Davidson
Plyforms, Inc. should operate.

1

2

3

4

5

18.1 feel that it is more important to talk about today's
activities that the future of the organization.

1

2

3

4

5

19.1 feel that some of the things I am required to do at
my job do not make much sense.

1

2

3

4

5

20.1 feel angry about my interactions with management.

1

2

3

4

5

21. If I were in charge, I would change how we do things here.

1

2

3

4

5

2 2 . 1 feel that I do not want the same things out of my job
that Davidson expects from my job.

1

2

3

4

5

23.1 feel that I would really like to have more say in how
my job should be carried out.

1

2

3

4

5

2 4. 1 feel that what 1 think does not count as much
as what some o f my co-workers think.

1

2

3

4

5

2 5 . 1 feel that what I think, believe, and feel is not important to my employer.

1

2

3

4

5

2 6. 1 feel that what I want to do at Davidson Plyforms, Inc.
is different from what my employer wants.

1

2

3

4

5

2 7 . 1 feel that management does not listen to my suggestions
for improving the efficiency of my job.

1

2

3

4

5

2 8. 1 feel that there is a power struggle between myself and management.

1

2

3

4

5

29.1 feel that my supervisors and I do not agree on how
my work should be done.

1

2

3

4

5

3 0. 1 feel that we can continue to be competitive if we keep.
things the way they are

1

2

3

4

5

31.1 feel that I should have more say in the way my job is supposed to be done. 1

2

3

4

5

3 2. 1 feel angry about my interactions with some o f my co-workers.

I

2

3

4

33. 1 would like to tell management "a thing or two."

1

2

3

4

5

34. 1 would like to tell some of my co-workers "thing or two."

1

2

3

4

5

5
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In this section o f the questionnaire please circle the number you feel best fits the extent each statement is
true of your work team using the same rating scale:
To What Extent Is
Statement True:.

1
2
3
4
5
____________________________________
lillk
some moderate good
great
extent
extent
extent extent extent

The members of my work team:
l.show an interest in suggestions from other members of the work group

little
1 2

mod.
3 4

2. let people know where they stand and how they are doing their jobs

1

2

3

4

5

3. are dependable in doing their assigned work

1

2

3

4

5

4. compliment individuals who contribute to the group's effort

1

2

3

4

5

5. are easy to approach and communicate with

1

2

3

4

5

6. welcome ideas from other group members even if they differ

1

2

3

4

5

7. show appreciation when group members solve a tough problem at work

1

2

3

4

5

8. can be believed when they tell you something

1

2

3

4

5

9. sincerely want individuals to feel free to say what they think

1

10. encourage people to participate in decisions

1

11. can be depended upon to do what they say w ill be done

2

great
5

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

12. give individuals frequent feedback about their work

1

2

3

4

5

13. encourage people to speak up if they think they have a good idea

1

2

3

4

5

14. are open and above board in dealing with each other

1

2

4

5

15. assume group members w ill take care o f their assigned responsibilities

1

2

3

4

5

16. ask others for recommendations on matters that affect their work

1

2

3

17. are easy to talk to about work problems

1

2

3

4

5

18. say what they think about the group's performance

1

2

3

4

5

19. make it easy for people to say what is on their minds

1

2

3

4

20. give individuals frank comments about the way they do their jobs

1

2

3

4

3

4

5

5
5
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The next brief section deals with employees' discussion of this training.
none some
lots
2 1 . 1 have talked with my co-workers in this training group about our training. 1 2
3 4
5
2 2 . 1 have talked with my co-workers in other training sessions.
about their training

1

2

3

4

5
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Journal on Organizational E ffectiveness

1. Describe a situation you were in this week in which there was a production problem.

2. Did you interact with your supervisor to resolve the problem? What did you do and/or say?

3. Did you interact with your teammate/s to resolve the problem? W hat did you do and/or say?

4. How much time approximately did it take to resolve the problem?

5. How many parts needed to be scrapped?

6. If this happened again, what would you do/say differently?

7. How do you feel about any of the interactions?

8. Was the problem resolved satisfactorily? Yes or No (circle one)
Why or why not?
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Interview with Management
1. What are some types of training that you think are beneficial to the operations of your
organization?

2. You are aware that we have recently trained work groups one and two in assertive
communication skills. Have noticed any changes in the employees’ communication with one
another? If so, what kind of changes?

3.Have you noticed any changes in how employees are communicating with management?
What kind of changes?

4.

How often have you seen these changes? In whom have you seen them? In what setting?

5. Do you hear employees using honest communication about how the processes of the
organization are going? Can you tell me some specific examples?

6.Do you hear employees using honest communication with one another about how their
performances are affecting others and the operations of the organization? If so, describe.

7.

Do you hear employees supporting each other in challenging situations? If so, describe.

8. Is there evidence of hostility between co-workers and between co-workers and management?
Please describe?

9.

Do you hear frustration over attempts to pursue goals? Please describe.

10.Do you hear employees suggest they feel less important than others in the organization?
Please elaborate.

11.

Do you hear employees express what they believe or value? What do they say?

12. Do you hear that employees feel their needs are less important than management needs?
What do they say?

13. Do you hear employees expressing desire to have the organization stay as it is as opposed
to pursuing its vision? What do they say?
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14. Do you hear employees express that how they do their job is different from the way the
organization expects it done?

15. What are the benefits of assertive communication training as you see them?

16. What are the drawbacks of assertive communication training from your standpoint?
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Category: Conflict Over Values
Feeling tone
Code

Subcategory

a-1

Opinion/beliefs: not valued

a-2

Has no opportunities to share
beliefs

a-3

Feels ow n beliefs are not
important

a-4

Has no opportunities to share
knowledge

a-5

Disagrees with managem ent re:
operation of firm

a-6

Disagrees with managem ent re:
how ow n job should be done

Positive

Neutral

Negative
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Category: Conflict Over Goals

Feeling tone
Code

Subcategory

b-1

Likes old ways better

b-2

Changes are ineffective

b-3

Needs to deal w ith the here and
now

b-4

W ants different things from job
than firm w ants

Positive

Neutral

Negative
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Category: Conflict Over Demands

Feeling tone
Code

Subcategory

c-1

Knows job better than organiza
tion

c-2

Does not get to talk about
improving job to management

c-3

Feels firm does not care about
em ployee’s knowledge of job

c-4

Does not agree with firm about
efficiency of the job

c-5

Does not understand w hy job
needs to be done as defined by
firm

c-6

Wants more say in job

Positive

Neutral

Negative
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Category: Trust
Feeling tone
Code

Subcategory

d-1

Teammates use open communi
cation about operation of firm

d-2

Teammates use open communi
cation about performance of
others

d-3

Teammates support one another

d -4

Teammates honor commitments
and promises

d-5

Teammates are easy to talk to

d-6

Teammates ask for recommenda
tions

Positive

Neutral

Negative
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Category: Hostility

Feeling tone
Code

Subcategory

e-1

Disagrees with decisions

e-2

Frustrated in wanting to share
information

e-3

Has different priorities than
management

e-4

Feels resentful over decisions

e-5

Angry with management

e-6

Feels less important than co
workers

e-7

Angry with co-workers

e-8

Feels a power struggle between
self and management

Positive

Neutral

Negative
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Pkont (618) 956-9033
nXIBIBI 956-8041

M . Michele Burnette, Ph.D.
HSIRB
A-221 Cllsworth Hall
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, M I
Dear Ms. Burnette:
This is to inform you that Jacqueline Brayman and Uldis Smidchens, Ph. D. have
permission to conduct a research project on assertive communication on site at Davidson
Plvforms, Inc. I have met with Ms. Brayman on a number o f occasions and have be
involved in the development o f the research design. I am knowledgeable o f the purpose o f
this research and the methodology that will be employed.
JSjncerely,

John Walton, President
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Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

Kalamazoo. Michigan 49008-3899
616 387-8293

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Date:

January 26. 1994

To:

Jacqueline Brayman

From: M. Michele Burnette, Chair
Re:

HSIRB Project Number 94-01-05

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled "Assertive communication
training: Its relationship to trust, hostility, conflict and productivity" has been approved under
the exempt category of review by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board. The conditions
and duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of Western Michigan University. You
may now begin to implement the research as described in the application.
You must seek reapproval for any changes in this design. You must also seek reapproval if the
project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.
Approval Termination:
xc:

January 26, 1995

Smidchens Ed. Leadership
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GLOSSARY OF CONCEPTUAL DEFINITIONS

conflict over values:
-holds beliefs about how things should be done in the organization that are
different from the beliefs o f the organization
-feels that one's own opinions, beliefs and values are not valued by the
organization
-has few opportunities to state what one knows, believes, wants and needs
-feels that what one needs is seldom as important as what management
needs

conflict over goals:
-wants to have the organization stay as it is as opposed to pursuing its
vision

conflict over demands:
-the organization's expectations for behavior are different from the needs
and behavioral tendencies of the individual

trust:
-using honest, communication about how operations o f the organization
are going
-using honest communication about how one's performance affects others
and the operations of the organization
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-supporting others in "moments that matter", both challenging and
celebratory
-demonstrating integrity by consistently honoring commitments and
promises (Bennis, 1990)

hostility:
-feels like an enemy in one's own organization
-feels thwarted in attempts to pursue one's own goals
-feels overpowered by others in the organization
-is often enangered by interactions with others in the organization
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